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ABSTRACT
Thin films of alumina were deposited on ferrite

(NixZn(1-x)Fe 204)'

glass, single crystal silicon, and graphite substrates by RF sputtering.
Though

standard,

phosphoric

amorphous

acid,

etchability by

the

these

A1 2 0 3

films

sputtered

acid.

are

films

Experiments

readily

exhibited

were

soluble
only

in hot

reluctant

initially performed

to

understand the parameters in the sputtering process which were influential
in the

formation of unetchable films.

The results showed that a high

concentration of water vapor or oxygen molecules in the sputtering chamber
during deposition was the most significant variable controlling the growth
of unetchable films.

The films were categorized according to their degree

of solubility in H3 P0 4 and were examined using various microanalytical
characterization techniques.

TEM analysis directly showed the existence

of crystalline 1-A1203 in the film at the film-substrate interface.

The

1-A120a phase grew with a preferred orientation coincident with the
substrate orientation- as in heteroepitaxial growth.

The occurrence 0';:

this film phase was related to the oxygen partial pressure, the substrate
material, and the substrate temperature and was believed to be the cause
of the film's incomplete etching behavior.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
Alumina thin films are in widespread use in the microelectronics and
magnetic

recording

industries

as

electrical

insulators,

capacitor dielectrics,

magnetic

isolation,

surface passivators,

and diffusion

barriers.

A critical criterion of film quality in processing is a

reasonably high chemical etch rate which allows selected areas of the film
to be removed by etching and microphotolithography techniques, leaving the
desired alumina pattern on the device.

In general, alumina films produced

at temperatures below 500°C by a host of deposition techniques have an
amorphous structure .1-3 When the substrate is heated to greater than 500°C
during

deposition

or

when

the

as-deposited

films

are

subsequently

annealed, metastable polymorphs of alumina generically titled
the stable hexagonal a-Al z0 3 have been reported. 1- 4

~-Alz03

or

Several researchers

have found that amorphous alumina films are soluble in hot H3P04 , HF and
buffered

HF. z- 4

However,

when

the

deposition

parameters

lead

to

crystalline (stable or metastable) alumina phase(s), the etch rate of the
films decreases to almost zero. Z- 4
In this study, the effect of the various sputtering parameters on the
production of alumina films, that were partially or completely insoluble
in H3P0 4 , was studied using statistical experimental design techniques.
The film samples produced in these experiments were further examined using
various microanalytical techniques to identify the microstructural aspects

13

of the chemically resistant films
formation.

and to discern the cause of their

Optical microscopy, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) , x-ray

diffraction (XRD), x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) , Auger electron
spectroscopy (AES) ,

Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy

(RBS).

and

transmission/scanning transmission/high resolution electron microscopy
(TEM/STEM/HREM) were among the techniques used.
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CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE SURVEY
2.1

Physical Vapor Deposition
Though there are numerous thin film preparation techniques, only a

few basic methods are commonly used.

The additional deposition methods

often can be classified as hybrids or subsets of the basic processes.

The

basic deposition methods can be grouped as either a principally physical
process

or

a

primarily

chemical

process,

even

though many

of

techniques operate on both physical and chemical principles. 5
following

paragraphs,

the

various

physical

vapor

the

In the

deposition

(PVD)

processes are reviewed; however, more detailed descriptions of these
techniques have been presented by several authors. 6a, 7 ,8
Physical vapor deposition is defined as the process where the coating
material is passed into a vapor transport phase by physical mechanisms,
i. e., evaporation, condensation, and ion bombardment. 9 PVD techniques are
considered
deposition,

the
and

most
a

universal

wide

range

of
of

the

available

methods

film

materials

including

dielectrics, and semiconductors can be deposited.

for

film

metals,

The two PVD methods

most commonly studied include evaporation and sputtering,

and these

methods are discussed below.
2.1.1.

Evaporation

To produce films by evaporation, vapors of a source material are
created by directly heating the source.

The source may be in the liquid

15
state (evaporation) or solid state (sublimation) when the vapors are
released at detectable rates.
several methods including:

The source material can be heated by

resistive and inductive techniques, electron

or laser beams, and arc discharges.
The evaporation process consists of three steps:

1)

transition of

the condensed phase (liquid or solid) into the gaseous state, 2) vapor
transport of the evaporate species from the source to the substrate, and
3) condensation of the vapor onto the substrate surface. 6a

In order for

vaporized atoms to experience a collisionless, "line-of-sight" transport
to

the

substrate,

evaporation

is performed at

low pressures.

The

dependence of the mean free path (mfp=A) of gas atoms or molecules on the
residual gas pressure is given by kinetic theory of gases: 6a
kT

_5_

(1)

P

where: k

=

Boltzmann's constant, T = temperature (K), p

pressure, and a

=

diameter of molecule (ave. -3.7

A).

=

residual gas

For a residual gas

pressure of 1 x 10- 4 Torr (1.33 x 10- 2 Pa), the mean free path is -50 cm
which

is

the

distance

evaporation systems.

the

source

to

the

substrate

for

most

Also, low pressures are used in evaporation to avoid

contamination (oxidation)
molecules.

from

of the target and the depositing atoms or

This point can be demonstrated by comparing the deposition

rate of evaporated atoms with the rate of arrival of residual gas atoms
to the surface of a substrate.

The evaporation rate of atoms from a

heated source is given by the Hertz-Knudsen equation:

16

dNeAedt

(2)

where dNe is the number of molecules evaporating from a surface of area,
Ae, during a time dt, and p* is the vapor pressure of the source material.
The parameter

Q

is the evaporation coefficient which represents the ratio

of the observed evaporation rate in vacuo to the value theoretically
possib1e,6a and is dependent on the cleanliness of the evaporation surface.
The impingement rate of residual gas atoms on a substrate surface is a
similar relation:

dN i _

(3)

Awdt
where dNi represents the number of residual gas molecules impinging the
substrate surface of area, Aw, in time dt,

Q

cient, and p is the residual gas pressure.

If

is the condensation coeffiQ

is unity and the residual

gas pressure is 1 x 10- 5 Torr (1.33 x 10- 3 Pa), the impingement rate is
3.8x1015

molecules·cm- 2 ·sec- 1 causing

monolayer/sec.

a

film

formation

rate

of

Though the vapor pressure is strongly dependent on the

source temperature, desirable evaporation rates are found for p*
Torr (1.33 Pa).

4.4

10- 2

For gold at 17S0oe, the evaporation rate is 5 x 10 15

molecules·cm- 2 ·sec- 1 . Therefore, the residual gases can greatly affect the
impurity content of the deposited films, and lower vacuum pressures are
necessary in reducing the impurity content of the films.
As mentioned above, the vapor pressure of the source material is
strongly dependent on the temperature of the source.

In evaporation,

17
maintaining precise control of the source temperature and therefore the
evaporation rate is difficult, and in-situ monitors are used to measure
the deposition flux.

The lack of process control is one of the major

drawbacks of evaporation methods.
The average energy of the evaporated molecule is (3/2)kT where T
represents the source temperature.

For Au, with T-l400°C and p*=lO-2 Torr

(1.33 Pa), the kinetic energy of the evaporated atoms is -0.2 eV.

Most

evaporated atoms and molecules have relatively low energies.
Evaporation techniques are most ideally suited for atomic metal
deposition, but are also suitable for alloys and inorganic compounds.

In

the case of alloys, direct heating of an alloy source material can often
produce films of different compositions than the source.

Each element in

the alloy has a different vapor pressure, and incongruent vaporization
can result. 9 Films with compositions closer to the source material can be
produced if an electron beam is used to heat a small region on the source.
After a short incubation time, the molten region becomes depleted, and
atoms diffuse across the interface from the solid to the liquid state.
If the vapor pressure difference is not too great to be compensated by
the diffusion rates, a vapor and condensate composition identical to the
source is achieved. lOa
Evaporation of compounds also is difficult because, in the transition
to the vapor state,

the molecular species can be altered.

Molecular

dissociation, association, and combination have been reported,9 and since
dissociation represents a thermal decomposition, simple evaporation is

18
unlikely.

Several compounds do not change their molecular species upon

evaporation and the condensate compositions are similar to the source
values (Le.: SiO, MgF2' and CaF2)

.6a

With higher source temperat1lres and

lower residual pressures, a dissociated vapor flux is more likely.

In

general, a congruent vapor flux is more common for binary oxides than for
sesquioxides or dioxides; higher oxides can lose oxygen at temperatures
which are too low for volatilization of the resulting suboxides. 6a
Even though evaporation of alloys and compounds by direct heating
techniques may prove futile for some materials, additional evaporation
techniques have been developed to allow for deposition of most any
material.

These methods include: flash evaporation, hot-wall evaporation,

close-spaced

sublimation,

multi-source

epitaxy, and reactive evaporation.

evaporation,

molecular

beam

Each method is summarized in Table I;

more detailed reviews have been presented by several authors. 6a • 9

2.1.2.

Sputtering

Sputtering can be defined as a process whereby material is dislodged
and ejected from the surface of a solid or a liquid (target) due to the
momentum

exchange associated

particles. 6b

with

surface bombardment by

energetic

A thin film is formed when the ej ected atoms from the

sputtering process are condensed on a substrate.

Usually sputtering is

performed in an evacuated chamber which is back filled with 1-100 mTorr
of inert gas.

A plasma or gas discharge is ignited when a potential is

applied between a cathode and an anode in the vacuum chamber.

Since the

target is usually located at the cathode, positively charged gas ions are

19
Table I:

Various additional evaporation techniques.

Evaporation
Techniques

Description of the Techniques

Uses, Materials Deposited,
Advantages and Disadvantages

Ref.

Flash
Evaporation

Small quantities of the source
eAble to deposit alloys, metal- 6a, 9
material evaporated to completi- dielectric mixtures, and
on.
compounds: Ni-Cr alloys, Cr/SiO
cermets, GaAs, InP, CU2S,
BaTi03
eproblem: incomplete evaporation
due to particle ejection and
deflection.

Hot-wall
Evaporation

The vapor flux enters an
enclosure with "hot" walls
before depositing on substrates
of slightly lower temperature
than the walls.

eCdTe (stoichiometric)
eAdvantage: films with volatile
constituents can be grown at
high substrate temperatures.

9, 11

Close-spaced
Sublimation

The source and substrate are
eCdTe (stoichiometric)
only a few mm apart, so vo!atile eAdvantage: films with volatile
species can not escape before
constituents can be grown at
being condensed on the
high substrate temperatures.
substrate.

9, 12

Multi-source
Evaporation

Two or more sources are operated eProblems: 1) difficult to
6, 9
independently.
control the desired evaporation
rates of both sources, and
2) limited resolution of
composition uniformity.

Molecular Beam
Epitaxy (MBE)

A sophisticated and expensive
multi-source evaporation
apparatus.

ePrecise temperature control of
sources to control evaporation
rates.
eUsed for epitaxial growth:
-low deposition rates
-ul~lB high vacuum
(S10
Torr)
ePrecise control of layer
thickness and composition.

Reactive
Evaporation

The source material is
evaporated in the presence of a
reactive gas.

eUsed to form metal oxides which 6, 9,
do not form by direct
lOa, 15
evaporation.
eProblem: required high reactive
gas fluxes comp~red to the
source flux: 10 :1.
ePlasmas are often used to
dissociate the reactive gas
molecules.

13, 14
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accelerated towards the target surface, and sputtering of target atoms or
molecules resul ts .

A typical glow discharge,

p1anar- type sputtering

apparatus is shown in Fig. 1.
The primary advantage of sputtering over evaporation techniques is
the ability to deposit virtually any type of material.

Films of both

alloys and compounds can be formed with the same compositions as the
target material.

Oxides 16 • 17 , po1ymers 1B • 19 and even organic bone material.s 1B

have been created by sputtering.

Additional advantages

include no

contamination from the evaporation source holder and increased process
control.
The basic sputtering mechanism involves the

-{l1:::::;}-,.

transfer of kinetic

r kin 9
gas

W0

I
power
supply

=;:::.1'

L.::::=:=:;:::I=::;::\
vacuum

~

~

f

vacuum
chamber

system

Figure 1:

Schematic diagram showing the glow discharge sputtering
apparatus of the planar diode type.
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energy of a bombarding particle to a target surface.
energy exceeds the binding energy

(~

If the kinetic

heat of sublimation) of the target

atoms, the atoms in the lattice of the target are moved into new positions
and surface migration and damage results.

When the kinetic energy is at

least four times the binding energy, atoms are ejected from the target
surface into the vapor phase.~

The fundamentals of sputtering can be

studied a13 a simple binary hard-sphere elastic collision where a particle
of mass Mi and velocity Vi

imp~ct

on a line of centers with an impact

parameter of zero and a target particle of mass Mt initially at rest, Vt,=O,
see Fig. 2.
drawn:

1)

From this model, three conclusions about sputtering can be
the target particle is driven into the target by momentum

exchange, 2) the greatest momentum exchange will occur if the incident and
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Figure 2:

Schematic diagram showing the momentum exchange
processes that occur during sputtering.
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target particles are of equal masses, and 3) the incident particle may be
reflected if its mass is less than that of the target.
From the first conclusion given above, a single collision usually
will not produce sputtering, but a sequence of collisions is required to
change the initial component of momentum by more than 90°.9

Therefore

sputtering is the result of a collision cascade initiated by the incident
particle's momentum, and Sigmund20 - 22 has compiled theoretical and computer
models of the collision process.

In general, the collision cascades of

sputtering have been classified into three regimes which are dependent on
the energy of the bombarding particle.

The first regime is the single

knock-on regime where the recoil atoms from the initial collision of the
incident particle with the target atoms receive sufficient energy to be
sputtered but not enough energy to produce recoil cascades.
regime called the linear

cascade,

the

In the second

incident particle-target atom

collision generates recoil cascades, but only a small volume of target
atoms are actually set in motion.

The final regime called the spike

regime produces a recoil cascade where the majority of the atoms in the
spiked volume are set in motion.

For sputter deposition,

the particle

bombardment masses and energies usually produce single knock-on (low to
medium eV range) or linear cascade (keV range) sputtering regimes.

In

fact, sputtering is believed to be caused from either a scooping action
of atoms adjacent to the initial collision (low energy knock-on) or from
a recoil atom or reflected ion which approaches the surface of the target
from within the target and dislodges a surface atom (primary knock-on),
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see Fig. 2b.
The

second

conclusion

of

the

binary

particle

collision

model

presented above was that the greatest momentum transfer would occur for
incident particles and target atoms of equal mass.

Even though the

sputtering process is more complex than a simple atomic collision, the
sputtering yields have been shown to be the greatest for bombarding
particles and target atoms with similar masses. 23 Argon is routinely used
as the sputtering gas because it is inert and of relatively high mass

(MW=40) so it is compatible with most engineered materia1s. 9

The third

conclusion stated that an incident particle of lower atomic weight than
the target would be more easily reflected.

The bombarding particles are

usually ions which have a probability of being neutralized by an emitted
electron, and if the neutral atom is reflected, it will not be affected
by the negative bias placed on the target.

At lower working pressures,

the neutrals can travel to the substrate and become incorporated into the
fi1m. 24 - 29
The binding energy (sublimation energy) of a surface target atom is
in the 5-10 eV range,30 and the creation of a Frenkel defect where an atom
is moved from its lattice position to an interstitial position is in the
same energy range.

A bombarding particle with an energy of 500 eV can

produce one sputtered atom with an energy of 20 eV.

Therefore,

the

majority of the energy of the bombarding particle is dissipated in the
target, and amorphous layer formation and incident particle incorporation
can occur in the target surface. 9 The sputtered particle is very energetic
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compared with evaporated atoms (-0.2 eV).

The ejected atoms or molecules

are distributed at energies which are approximately Maxwellian,

and

increasing the bombarding ion energy will increase the average sputtered
atom energy up to a saturation occurring at incident ion energies ~1 keV. 6b
The average energy of the ejected atoms also increases as the mass of the
incident ions increases.

Ar bombardment causes ejected atom energies to

be 20% lower than Kr bombardment. 31
The sputtering yield is defined as the number of target atoms ejected
per incident particles accelerated towards the surface of the target.
The sputtering yield depends on the target material, the target surface,
and the bombarding particle species,

its angle of incidence,

and its

energy, but it is independent of the target temperature and the charge of
the bombarding species. 9 The yield increases with increasing energy above
a threshold value of 10-30 eV, and at low incident particle energies

(~200

eV), the sputtering yield increases linearly with incident ion energy.9
Sigmund's linear cascade theory 2o-22 accurately predicts the yield according
to the equation:
E
S

where K is a constant

(4)

tl(Mi/Mt)

=

0.1-0.3, Mi and

Mt

are the mass of the target and

the incident particle, E is the energy of the incident particle, Uo is the
binding energy of the

target atoms,

and tl(Mi/Mt)

increasing function of the ratio of the masses.

is

a

monotonically

The highest yields are

obtained when the bombarding particles are directed at oblique angles to
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the target surface.

Here the range of the incident particles in the

target will occur closer to the target surface, and sputtered target atoms
are more likely.

At very large angles of incidence reflection of the

incident ions is more likely, and the sputtering yields are reduced.
Inert gas ions produce the highest yields because they do not react with
the target species.
Sputtering can produce films of the same composition as the target
provided that:

1) the target is cooled to avoid diffusion of target

species, 2) the target does not decompose, 3) reactive components are not
present, 4) the vapor phase transport is the same for all constituents,
and 5) the sticking coefficients t are similar for all constituents. 7

For

multi-component targets, the sputtering rates of all of the elements or
phases may be dissimilar.

An altered layer will initially form of

composition different from the bulk target, but if 1) and 2) above are
true, the sputtered flux will eventually equal the bulk target composition
because conservation of mass must be satisfied. 27-29 Typically the altered
layer is 30-100

A.32-34

For a multiphase alloy or a pressed powder target,

the surface topography also can be altered along with the composition.
The

topography

can be

macroscopic

where

the

high

sputtering yield

components are depleted and the low yield constituents are enriched. 3s - 39
A wide variety of sputtering apparatuses has been devised for the
deposition of thin films.

Sputter deposition equipment requires that

tThe sticking coefficient is defined as the ratio of the number of atoms
that adhere to the substrate surface, Na , with the number that are
incident on the surface, Ni : as = Na/Ni
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there be a uniform source of ions to the target,
efficiently provided by low pressure glow discharges.

and this is most
The various glow

discharge apparatus geometries can been constructed in order to:

1)

increase the sputtering rate by increasing the ion supply, 2) increase
the target area and therefore the deposition area, 3) reduce the heating
of the substrates by the plasma, 4) allow a lower working gas pressure,
and 5) allow unusual substrate shapes to be coated. 9

The principles of

planar diode sputtering will be presented below, and the pertinent points
of the additional glow discharge sputtering apparatuses are given in Table

II.
The

planar diode

apparatus

usually

electrodes spaced 5 to 10 cm from one another.

consists

of

two

parallel

When operated in DC mode,

the target is placed on the cathode and the substrates are placed on the
anode, as shown in Fig. 1.

When ion bombardment of the substrate during

deposition (bias sputtering) is required, the substrate electrode can also
be biased negatively, and the chamber walls or an auxiliary electrode is
used as the anode.

In RF mode, the two electrodes switch anode/cathode

roles every half cycle, and the substrate electrode is of much greater
area than the

target electrode so sputtering occurs at the target.

Sputtering using RF power is common for insulators, since in DC mode,
positive charge collects on an insulator target surface, and sputtering
can not occur.

The target is often water cooled, and the substrates can

be either cooled or heated.
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Table II:

Sputtering
Method

Brief descriptions of various sputtering methods.

Description

Properties. Advantages & Disadvantages

Assisted
Discharge
Device 0r
Triode 9

-An auxiliary cathode (hot filament)

-Uses low working gas pressures
(0.5-1 mTorr)
-sputtered atoms retain high energy
-~ neutral more easily incorporated
into the film
-DC or RF power can be used
-Substrates can or cannot be in contact
with the plasma depending on if magnetic
fields are used

Magnetron 9 ,10b

-Sputtering apparatus where magnetic
fields are used to trap ejected
secondary electrons near the surface
of the cathode. The eloctrons are
able to more efficiently ionize gas
atoms. The cathode curronts are
increased along with the sputtering
rates.

-DC or RF power can be used
Advantage:
-High deposition rates
-Large deposition areas
-Little or no substrate heating
-Low working gas pressures (see above)
-Good thickness uniformity
-Uniform target corrosion
Disadvantage:
-Target configuration difficult for
complex materials

Reactive
Sputtering 9

-One of the coating constituents
enters the system as a gas and reacts
with the sputtered atoms to form an
alloy or compound film.

Advantages:
-Can doposit many films with easily
fabricated metal targets
-Films of insulating compounds can be
formed with DC power
-Coatings with graded compositions can be
formed
Disadvantages
-Reactions of the gas with the target can
drastically decrease the sputtering
rate
-High gas pressures are required for fast
deposition rates
-Reproducibility difficult
-Process difficult to control

supplies electrons to sustain the
plasma.
-Magnetic fields are often used to
confine the plasmas.
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In order to sustain a plasma, the production of ions in the plasma
volume must be sufficient to balance the flux of ions and electrons that
pass to the electrodes and chamber walls.

For DC discharges, the current

is supplied by positive ions at the cathode and electrons to the anode.
Ion mobilities are much slower than electron mobilities, so the electrical
potential that is applied between the electrodes is consumed in the
cathode dark space or sheath region.

Ions in the vicinity of the cathode

dark space can fall into the sheath region and are accelerated toward the
target.

Impact of the ions with the target can cause sputtering and the

production of secondary electrons, one electron for every ten Ar ions. 39
The secondary electrons are accelerated across the sheath into the plasma
where they ionize additional Ar atoms to sustain the plasma.

This process

is relatively inefficient, so high working gas pressures are required, 20-

75 mTorr (3-10 Pa).
mTorr

(0.6-2 Pa).

oscillation

of

the

For RF discharges, the working gas pressure is -5-15
It is

lower than the DC discharges because the

electron

cloud

and

Ar

ions

causes

additional

ionization.
Most planar diode sputtering devices can be characterized by: 1) low
cathode current densities and therefore slow sputtering rates, 2) high gas
pressures, and 3) substrates which are in contact with the plasma.
though the sputtering rates are slow,

Even

the increased process control

possible with sputtering make it a desirable method for deposition, and
if high deposition rates are required, magnetron sputtering can be used.
Due to the high working gas pressures, the ejected target atom's energy
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is reduced, and the particle's energy when condensing can be near thermal
values (-0.2 eV).

However, the reflected argon neutral's mfp is also

reduced, and fewer gas impurities are incorporated into the films.

When

substrates contact the plasma, both heating from electron bombardment and
ion radiation can be destructive to sensitive materials.
2.2.

Nucleation. growth and structure of thin films

2.2.1.

Condensation

Condensation of vapor atoms on a substrate surface involve

two

processes: 1) the arrival of vapor species to the substrate and 2) the
motion of these atoms on the substrate surface. 9

Vapor atoms incident on

a surface can be: 1) reflected, 2) permanently adsorbed, and 3) adsorbed
for a finite time only.

A schematic diagram of the condensation process

is presented in Fig. 3.

Reflection is not probable because the incident

atoms are attracted to the substrate surface by the instantaneous dipole
and quadrupole moments of the surface atoms. 7

After impact with the

surface, the atom (or molecule) quickly loses it's velocity component
normal to the surface and becomes loosely bound (physically adsorbed, also
termed an adatom).

The ada tom can translate across the substrate surface

until

re-evaporated,

it

is:

1)

2)

trapped

at

a

low

energy

site

(chemisorbed), or 3) bound to a previously chemisorbed atom.
The condensation process is characterized by two coefficients.

The

first is the accommodation coefficient, era' which provides a measure of the
ability for the vapor to equilibrate quickly with the substrate surface
and become adsorbed:
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Ti - Td
(5)

Ti - Ts

where Ti is the effective temperature of the incident atom, Td is the
temperature of atoms desorbing from the substrate, and Ts is the substrate
temperature. 9

Unless the incident particles have very high energies, the

accommodation coefficient is usually equal to 1.

The second coefficient

is the sticking or condensation coefficient as' and it is defined as the
ratio of the number of atoms that adhere to the substrate surface Na , to
the number of atoms that are incident to the surface Ni :
Na
(6)

Ni
The sticking coefficient is usually less than unity, and is very low when
the desorption energy is low and the substrate temperature is high.

At

high

to

substrate

temperatures,

the

incident

atoms

are

often able

accommodate the substrate temperature (aa=l), but they can be re-evaporated
because as

«

1.

An ada tom will remain on the substrate surface for a mean residence
time

1'r'

before being desorbed (re-evaporated).

The residence time depends

on the adsorption binding energy Ea , and the substrate temperature T (K),
according to the following relation:
(7)

where

1'0

is the lattice vibration time, -10- 13 sec.

After an incubation

period, a steady state condition will result where the adsorption and
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desorption rates are equal, and the ada tom surface density n a , for a given
deposition flux, R, is given by:
(8)

Therefore, if the incident flux is ceased and no nucleation occurs, the
adsorbed atoms will evaporate with time, and condensation may not be
possible even at very low temperatures "1ith a supersaturated vapor.

This

is in contrast to normal condensation which will usually proceed at
supersaturation values slightly greater than unity.5c

2.2.2. Nucleation theory
The

two

principal

theories

for

thin

capillarity model and the atomistic model.

film

nucleation

are

the

Both theories postulate that

an equilibrium or steady state exists between the adsorbed monomers and
aggregates of various sizes.
time

"r

before being

The monomers move on the substrate for a

desorbed,

and are

themselves and other clusters of atoms.

in constant collision with

Both models state that a cluster

of atoms of critical size will not dissociate into monomers but will
continue to grow and form a stable condensate. 5c

However, the theories

evaluate the energy of formation of the clusters in different ways.

The

theories are reviewed in more detail, below.

2.2.2.1.

Capillarity model

The capillarity model for homogeneous nucleation of a vapor phase was
first suggested by Volmer and Weber 40 and Becker and Doring,41 and the
theory was extended for heterogeneous nucleation by Volmer. 42
al. ,44,44 applied the theory to thin films.

Pound et

In the thin film case clusters
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(subcritical nuclei or embryos) of atoms form when ada toms collide on the
substrate surface.

The clusters can grow upon additional collisions with

adatoms with an initial increase in the free energy, as shown in Fig. 4.
At a critical radius r"',

a maximum in the free energy is obtained, so

further growth will cause a
clusters are formed.

decrease in the

ThL total free

e~ergy

free energy and stable

for the formation of a

clust~r

fj,G o ' is given by:
(9)

where r is the cluster radius, u cv is the condensate-vapor interfacial free
energy, and fj,G v is the free energy of condensation of the film material
from a supersaturated vapor.

The critical radius r*, can be determined

o

Cl
<l

Figure 4:

The dependence of the total free energy of formation of the
clusters on the radius of the cluster for different
supersaturation values.
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by differentiating eq. (9) with respect to the radius:
r

cv a }
_2

'"

{

(10)

!J.Gv

When the condensate is cap-shaped with a contact angle 0, with respect to
the

substrate-condensate

interface,

the

relationship

between

the

interfacial energies is given by Young's equation:
(11)

where

a sv

and asc are the interfacial free energies between the solid-vapor

and the solid-condensate, respectively.

The critical radius is still

given by eq. (10) but the maximum free energy of formation is:
I1G o '" -

161facv }
{ 311G 2
v

(2 + cosO)(l - cosO)

(12)

For complete wetting situations (0=0), I1G o'" is equal to zero and there is
no barrier to nucleation.

In the non-wetting case (0=180°), the foreign

interface is inactive in the nucleation process.
The nucleation rate I"', is proportional to both the concentration of
critical nuclei N'" and the frequency by which molecules join the critical
nuclei by a diffusion process r:
I'"

Z(21fr"'sinO )rN'"

(l3)

where N'" ~ Noexp(-I1G"'/kT), No is the density of absorption sites, and Z is
the Ze1dovich factor which accounts for the departure from equilibrium.
The diffusion of adatoms on the substrate surface is given by:

r

(14)
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where a o is the separation between adsorption sites, r' is a vibration
time -10- 12 sec, Ed is the activation energy for surface diffusion, and na
is the adatom surface density (see also eq. 8) where Ea is the energy of
desorption of one atom from the substrate and R is the deposition flux:

(R/v) exp (Ea/kT)

(15)

Therefore, the nucleation rate is:
1*

2.2.2.2.

(16)
Atomistic theory

The critical nuclei typically calculated by the capillarity theory
is ~5 A,7 and it is unrealistic to use bulk thermodynamic quantities for
such small particles.

This complication is avoided when the nucleation

phenomenon is treated by determining the partition functions and potential
energies of the reacting species and products, and this is the basis for
the atomistic theory.45

Walton and Rhodin46 considered the energies and

bonds of nucleating clusters as macromolecules, and with their model, a
cluster of just two colliding adatoms could be considered a stable cluster
at low substrate

temperatures or

very high supersaturations.

The

stability of the pair is derived from an assumed single bond per cluster.
At higher substrate temperatures, larger clusters are stable, three atom
triangles or four atom squares.

The nucleation rate 1*, of critical nuclei

with n* atoms is:
(17)
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where

En~

is the energy required to dissociate n-adatom clusters into n

single adatoms.
The nucleation equations for both the theories are similar.

The

models differ in that the surface energy and therefore the cluster size
changes continuously for the capillarity theory and discontinuously for
the atomistic theory.

The atomistic model has been shown to be more

realistic at smaller critical nuclei, but throughout, the two models are
in good agreement. 47,50
2.2.2.3.

Structural consequences of thin film nucleation

From the theories of thin film nucleation, a barrier to condensation
~G~,

can exist in many film-substrate situations.

When the barrier is

large, the critical nucleus size is also large, and, after the first few
mono layers of the film have been formed, a few number of large islands
will exist on the substrate surface.

The reverse case will exist for low

nucleation barrier systems, and the substrate surface will contain many,
small islands during the initial deposition stages.

The effect of the

various deposition parameters and the film-substrate

species

on the

critical nucleus size is discussed below.
Substrate and film species
In general, high boiling point metals will have large (positive)
values for

~Gv'

the vaporization free energy, and low boiling point metals

will have smaller values of

~Gv'

Therefore, the critical radius will be

smaller for metals with higher boiling temperatures.

Large critical

clusters will also result if the condensate surface energy

0cv'

is large
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and the substrate surface energy u sv ' is small. 5o

Noble metals usually

have the highest surface energies while polymers have small surface
energies.

Oxides surface energies are intermediate between the two.

Surface diffusion and binding energy of substrate atoms
Though the critical nucleus size is independent of the diffusion of
ada toms on the substrate surface, the nucleation rate of the critical
clusters is dependent on ada tom mobility.
the

activation energy for

desorption energy Ea.

For metals adsorbed on metals,

diffusion Ed'

is

approximately

~

of

the

For these systems, clusters grow primarily from

collisions of monomers with critical sized aggregates
incident flux impinging the clusters.
important in nucleation of the films.

and not from

The desorption energy is also

For strong desorption energies, the

nucleation rate increases and the critical cluster size decreases.

This

phenomenon is discussed further in Section 2.2.3.- condensation growth
regimes.

Substrates that have defects or imperfections on the surface

have variable adsorption energies, and nuclei are more likely to form on
tight binding regions (1. e. dislocations, cleavage steps,

ledges, and

other defects).
Substrate temperature and deposition rate
The effect of temperature on the critical nucleus size can be
determined by differentiating the critical nucleus equation (eq. 10) with
respect to T and assuming:

(18)
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(19)

aT
then,

(20)
Therefore,

as

the substrate

temperature

deposition rate, r* will also increase.

is

increased at a

constant

The nucleation barrier will also

increase with temperature, and films which experienced no barrier at lower
temperatures may have one at higher temperatures.
The critical nucleus size and the nucleation barriers also can be
differentiated with respect to the deposition rate:
8r* }
{ -;;-

T< 0

{~}<
aR

0

(21)

(22)

T

Therefore, faster deposition rates will produce smaller critical sized
nuclei and increased nucleation rates, and a continuous film will result
at thinner average film thicknesses.
2.2.3.

Condensation growth regimes

Several growth regimes have been observed for vapor condensation on
various substrate materials.

These regimes are primarily dependent on the

adsorption energy between the ada toms and the substrate or growing film
Ea;

the surface diffusion energy required to transfer an ada tom to an

adjacent adsorption site Ed; the binding energy between the coating atoms
Eb ; the deposition rate R; and the substrate temperature T.

The typical
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growth regimes are shown in Fig. 5, and they are described in more detail,
'belot-/,
The first regime which is shown in Fig. 5a is related to deposition
at very low substrate temperatures and at very high deposition rates,
This growth mode is characterized by [R/(No2r)]~1, where No= the number of
adsorption sites and

r=

the surface diffusion coefficient for the adatoms.

This relation determines a condition where the incident atoms stay exactly
where they arrive on the substrate because the energy available for
surface diffusion is insufficient to overcome the activation barrier.

An
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irregular bed of atoms forms,

and if the atoms

in the layers have

directional bonds, an amorphous film can result (i.e., covalent group IV
elements and many oxides).49

For materials with non-directional bonds,

this mode of deposition will produce very fine grained polycrystalline
films.
The second and third regimes describe layer-by-layer growth which has
also been termed "Van der Merwe" growth.
occurs when [R/No2r«l] and Ea ~~.
mobile

but

themselves.

prefer

to bond

to

The regime shown in Fig. Sb

Here, the ada toms are sufficiently

the

substrate

atoms

rather

than

to

Most of the adatoms cover the entire substrate surface before

they build up on top of each other, and 2-dimensional layers result.

This

growth mechanism can also be classified as lacking a nucleation barrier.
In Fig. Sc, a growth regime is presented which is similar to Fig. Sb, but
in this case deposition occurs at a higher substrate temperature or at a
slower deposition rate.

This regime represents equilibrium adsorption,

and the growth mode is characterized by the same conditions given above.
However, adatoms in the highest layers have a high probability of reevaporating, and film growth only proceeds to a certain thickness.
In Fig.' s Sd & e, "Volmer-Weber" type of growth is shown, and this
growth method is most commonly found for most thin film deposition
situations.

In this case,

Ea:S~'

and the film initially grows as 3-

dimensional, capped-shaped clusters because the ada toms will first bond
to growing film nuclei instead of to the substrate surface.

The growth

scheme in Fig. Sd occurs when the rate of formation of new clusters or the
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loss of atoms to existing clusters is faster than the re-evaporation rate.
In Fig. se, the substrate temperature is higher or the deposition rate is
slower, and incomplete condensation results.

For many metals deposited

on insulators, the transition from the former to the latter growth mode
can occur around lOO-300°C.

As described above, the critical nucleus size

is dependent on the various deposition species and parameters, and it can
often be important in the structure and properties of the final film.
The final growth regime is shown in Fig. Sf, and this type of growth
occurs when [Ea/(kT)] or

[~/(kT)]

is moderately small.

Here, nucleation

is impossible on perfect crystal surfaces but can occur if the surface is
defect riddled.
2.2.4. Film growth stages
As stated above, the most common thin film growth mode is "VolmerWeber" growth, where 3-dimensional clusters initially form and grow as
ada toms collide with the clusters.

As the film grows thicker, the stages

of growth have been classified into four distinct regions,

and these

stages are the island stage, the coalescence stage, the channel stage,
and the continuous film.

The growth stages were determined from electron

microscopy studies of thin film growth primarily performed by Pashley and
co-workers. 50

In the island growth stage, the critical sized clusters are

created and grow to uniform sizes.

When the aggregates are large enough

that they begin to touch each other, the coalescence stage has begun.
When two small clusters meet, the shape of cluster will drastically change
in order to reduce their total surface area.

Larger clusters tend to have
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sharp pointed morphologies which become rounded after combining with
another

cluster.

coalescence. 50

The

shape

change

has

been

termed

"liquid-like"

The driving force for the shape change is similar to

sintering where the local surface energy of the neck region joining the
two particles is high,

and,

to reduce the surface energy,

diffusion occurs to fill in the neck region.

volume

In coalescence, surface

diffusion has been shown to be the predominant transport path. 6c

Because

coalescence reduces the area of the clusters, more of the substrate is
exposed after coalescing, and secondary nucleation occurs between the
large islands of condensed film.
In the channel stage, large elongated islands join together to form
a continuous network.

The drastic shape changes experienced in the

coalescence stage are limited to the region joining the two islands.
Nuclei are formed in the channel and grow until they touch one of the
large network structures.

In the final channel growth stage, only holes

will be exposed to the substrate surface, and secondary nucleation occurs
in the holes until a continuous film is formed.
growth is the formation of a continuous film.

The final stage of film

TEM studies have shown that

the orientation of the joining particles can be altered or be unchanged
during the coalescence stage. 6C

The grain size of the final film often is

related to

critical nuclei

the

size

deposition stages.

of

the

formed

in the

initial

Therefore, the nucleation and growth of thin films can

have a marked effect on the structure of the final films, and a basic
understanding of the factors influencing film nucleation is important in
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determining the properties of the films.
2.2.5.

Amorphous films

In the discussion of the condensation growth regimes presented in
Section 2.2.3.,

it was suggested that at low substrate temperatures,

materials with directional bonding may form amorphous films.

The lack of

long range order was attributed to the low adatom mobility.

Atoms could

not arrange in crystalline structures but were stuck where they first
arrived on the substrate.

This theory does not hold for the occurrence

of amorphous films at high substrate temperatures. 49
In classical glass formation techniques, a material is quickly cooled
from a liquid so that crystal formation is bypassed and a material lacking
in long range order is formed.

Even faster cooling rates can occur for

physical vapor deposition, and amorphous structures can be produced in
materials which could never be formed by the standard liquid quenching
methods.

The ability of a material to form an amorphous structure can be

measured by the viscosity ~, at the melting temperature Tm • 51
with high viscosities will more readily form amorphous solids.

Materials
Metals,

in general, are very fluid at Tm, and it is difficult to form even an
amorphous thin film. 52 Alloys have elements of dissimilar atomic radii and
non-crystalline structures

are more common. 52

For oxide materials,

Zachariasen53 suggested that oxide glass formation is most likely for
substances that form extended 3-dimensional networks lacking in long range
order but having an energy content comparable to crystalline networks.
He outlined a set of rules which determine the structural requirements for
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glass formation.

From this model, the oxides A0 2 and A20 5 (where A=metal

atom) are glass formers, if the oxygen atoms form tetrahedrons, along with
A2 0 3 ,

if the oxygen atoms form triangles.

Therefore,

amorphous film

formation is not solely dependent on the ada tom surface mobility, but also
depends on the ability for the condensate material to form an amorphous
structure.
Gutzow and Avramov54 - 56

have extensively studied amorphous film

formation and have developed theories that predict the occurrence of
amorphous films under various deposition conditions.

Their theories treat

amorphous condensation as a case of Ostwald's rule of stages, an empirical
rule which assumes that thermodynamically less stable phases always form
initially.

Gutzow and Avramov extended Stranski and Totomanov' s57 premise

that Ostwald's rule was determined by kinetic factors and especially by
the rate of formation of critical size nuclei, and they incorporated the
size dependence of the melting point of small clusters on the nature of
the initial phase. 54 Though extensively studied, the theories proposed for
determining

amorphous

film

formation

still

can

not

explain

the

experimental data.
2.2.6.

Columnar growth of thin films

Columnar microstructures can be defined as a network of low density
material that surrounds an array of parallel,
regions of high density.59

rod-shaped or columnar

Columnar microstructures have been found for

a wide variety of materials: high melting point (Cr, Be, Si, and Ge);
compounds with high binding energy (CdTe, CdS, CaF2 , and PbS); and in
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amorphous materials (Si, Ge, SiO and rare earth-transition metal alloys).
Usually columnar growth occurs in limited ada tom mobility conditions (low
surface

diffusion),

temperatures. 58

and

columns

may

disappear

at

higher

substrate

Columnar growth is believed to be caused from shadowing

of the vapor beam by the growing 3-dimensional film clusters.

The size

and orientation of the columns are related to the direction of the
incident vapor beam. The film porosity, surface area and anisotropy in
film properties have been shown to increase as the angle of incidence of
the depositing species increases.

The columnar microstructures have been

shown to affect the magnetic, 59 optical, 59 electrical, 59 and mechanical 60
properties of the film.
2.3.

Aluminum oxide thin films
Thin films of alumina A1 20 3 , have been formed by a plethora of

deposition techniques.

These methods include: evaporation (standard,61,62

reactive,4,63-68 and activated reactive 69 ), sputtering (RF-planar, 1,70-77 DCreactive, 2, 78-82 RF-reactive, 83-84 and ion beam 85 ), aqueous anodization, 86
thermal

oxidation, 87

processing. 9o

chemical

vapor

deposition,3,88,89

and

sol-gel

The properties of the films can differ significantly from

the bulk and often depend on the thin film processing method,
thickness and deposition parameters. Various average materials

film

prop~rties

for alumina thin films are presented in Table III.
2.3.1.

Uses for AlzQ3 films

Aluminum

oxide,

microelectronics,

A1 20 3 ,

thin

films

are

commonly

found

magnetic recording and optics industries,

in

the

and most
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Properties of Al 20 3 thin films.

Table III:

refractive
index a

dielectric
constantb
~r

fir
1.63-1.74
a

= Ref.

dielectric
loss
strengthb
factor b
E(V/cm) tan6'(lkHz)

91, b

3x10 6

7-8

= Ref.

applications

4, c

= Ref.

utilize

thermal eltp.
coefficientC
a( °K-1)

3.2x10- 3

5.6x10- 6
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alumina's

superior

dielectric

properties.

In

particular, alumina films are used in hybrid and integrated circuits as
capacitor dielectrics, diffusion masks, gate insulators for metal-oxidesemiconductor field effect transistors (MOSFET), surface passivators, and
as insulators between layers of conductive metal films. 77 Alumina has been
shown to have some properties which are better than silica for several
microelectronic
resistance

to

applications.

These

properties

include

sodium ion mobility, 92,93 better barrier from

improved
ionizing

radiation,4,94 and a higher dielectric constant so lower gate voltages can
be used for MOSFET devices. 95

In superconducting Josephson tunneling

devices, extremely thin layers of alumina (8-20
tunnel

junctions 75 ,64

and

thicker

films

A)

(2000

have been used as the

A)

as

insulators

in

superconducting thin film memories. 64
Magnetic recording technology employs alumina films as insulators and
passivators, as isolation materials to separate individual tracks on a
recording head, and even as mechanical clamps.96

Bridging the magnetics

and optics applications, alumina films have been considered as dielectrics
in magneto-optic applications. 97

In additional

optics

applications,
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alumina films have been used in fusion lasers because of their high
refractive index which complements the low refractive index of Si0 2 in
multilayer optical coating designs. 81 Alumina is also found on InGaAsP/lnP
double heterostructure lasers and light emitting diodes because of the
high dielectric constant and good thermal expansion match with Inp.67
For solar heating, alumina-molybdenum-alumina thin film interference
stacks exhibit high ratios of integrated absorbance a,

to integrated

emittance e, at high temperatures (i.e., a/e-8 at 500°C); typical high
ratio ale materials do not persist above 2S0°C. 98

Alumina films are used

as insulators for water cooled metal electrodes for magnetohydrodynamic
(MHD) power generation, which is a novel energy technology.70

Finally,

alumina films have been used in the development of thin film temperature
sensors which are used to measure temperatures of turbine blades and vanes
with better accuracy than thermocouples. 78
2.3.2. Structure of AliQ3 and AliQ3 films
The structure of most metal oxides contains large oxygen ions in a
close packed array with smaller metallic ions fitting into the octahedral
and tetrahedral interstitial sites. 99

Both ionic and covalent bonding

exist in metal oxides, and the tendency for covalent bonding in a metal
oxide increases as the valency of the cation increases. 100 For a-AI 2 0 3 , the
bonding is considered to be primarily covalent,

and similar to many

covalent crystals, metastable structures can form when some of the bond
angle requirements are traded for an increased ionic bonding nature.
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The stable crystalline form of alumina is a-A1 20 3 , which is hexagonal
in structure.

From studies on the decomposition of alumina hydrates,

seven metastable phases of A1 20 3 have been identified,101,102 and these
phases are shown in Fig. 6.

Though extensive work has been performed on

understanding the structure of these "transition" aluminas, many of the
studies conflict with each other.

The confusion is primarily caused from

the growth characteristics of these phases, because large single crystals
of the phases are impossible to form and polycrystalline structures have
extremely

fine

diffraction).87

grain

sizes

(often

beyond

the

detection

of

X-ray

The occurrence and structure of the transition phases is

very dependent on the manner by which the phase was formed because many
of the phases contain large amount of residual water. 102
The cubic metastable A1 20 3 phases are both non-spinel-type (chi) and
spinel-type (eta and gamma), and the diffraction patterns for all three
structures are very similar.

A standard A2+(B3+)204 spinel structure unit

cell consists of 32 oxygen ions and 24 metal ions, while in the eta- and
gamma-A1 20 3 phases exhibit "defect" -spinel structures since only 21 1/3
A1 3+ cations are available.

The two phases differ only by the number of

cations filling the octahedral and tetrahedral sites.

NMR studies have

shown that the eta phase has equal numbers of cation vacancies on the
tetrahedral and octahedral sites,

while in

~-A1203

there is a greater

number of vacancies on the tetrahedral sites .103 The oxygen sublattice has
been found

to be more

ordered for

the

~-A1203

than

the

'1- A120 3' 102

Tetragonal deformations of the cubic unit cells have been reported for
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Schematic representation of the phases of A1 20 3 •
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both

materials,

content. 102

and

There

this
also

has
exist

been

attributed

hexagonal

to

the

residual

orthorhombic

(It),

monoclinic (0) meta-stable polymorphs of alumina.

(6)

011
and

All the phases have,

very similar diffraction patterns even though their basic unit

cells

differ,~ and identification of the actual transition phase present in a

system can be difficult.
Transition

alumina

structures

were

hydrated alumina phases were heated.

originally

\·)hol1

7, a compilation of the

In Fig.

Gibbsite -y-Al (OH)3' Boehmi te

transi tion structures reported when heating
-y-AIOOH, Bayerite a-Al(OH)3,

identified

and Diasphore a-A100H is presented.

Norc

recently, amorphous and transition alumina structures have been formed in
Al 2 0 3 thin films.

Table IV shows the structures that have been obtained

by previous researchers using a number of deposition methods, and Fig. 8
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Figure 7:

Graphical representation of the metastable phases of alumina
formed by dehydration of alumina hyrates.
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Table IV:

Crystal structures of alumina films by various deposition
techniques.

Deposition Hethod

As-Deposited Structure

Anneali!!3 Sequence

RF Sputter

Ts < 477·C, amorphous

RF Sputter

Ts <120·C, p02<6X10-~Torr, amorp.
Ts <120·C, p02>6x10- Torr, a-A120 3

10 cycles from 25·C to 477·C
.. amorphous

RF Sputter

Ts < 200·C, amorphous

RF Sputter

Ts
T
T:
Ts
Ts

< 500·C,
a 800·C,
"1000·C,
-1050·C,
=1150·C,

amorphous
amorphous + 7

9
a
a

70
71

300·C, 3 hr anneal - amorphous

72

amorphous - 9 (1200·C, 2 hr)
amp. + & - 9 + & (1200·C, 2 hr)
9 .. 9 + a (1200·C, 2 hr)
amorphous - a (e-beam heated)

69

300·C anneal-amorphous

74

RF Sputter

Ts < 200·C, amorphous

DC Reactive Sputter

Water cooled substrate,amorphous

81

RF Reactive Sputter

Ts

a

200-300·C, 7 + a

105

DC Reactive Sputter

Ts
Ts

~
~

100·C, amorphous
500·C, 7

Evaporation

Ts

a

25·C, amorphous

Evaporation

Ts < 150·C, amorphous

Reactive Evaporation

Ts = 300-450·C, 7
Ts
450-900·C, a
Ts > 900·C, a

68

Reactive Evaporation

Ts < 300·C, amorphous

4

Activated Reactive
Evaporation

Ts .. 700-800·C, amorphous + 7
Ts _ 1100-1200·C, a

69

Thermal Oxidation

7 when Al heated to 590·C, 3 hrs

Wet Anodized

Ts

Wet Anodized

amorphous - 7 (1200·C)

76,77
105

The film was scraped off the
substrate and heated:
amP""7(600·C)-&+9(850·C)a(1200·C)
and ~9(870·C)-a(1200·C)
The transformation temperatures
are lowered as anneal time
increases.

62

7-,&-,9-,a-A120 3 formed when 7
heated to 1200·C in vacuum.

87

annealed 150·C, 1 hr.-amorp.

105

amorphous

a when e-beam heated in TEM

86

Thermal Decomposition of Aluminum
Alkoxide

Ts =450·C, amorphous

amorphous at 600·C
7+amorp.+chi at 800·C for 1 hr
a+chi at 800·C for 3 hrs

89

Thermal Decomposition of Aluminum
Isopropoxide

Ts < 700·C, amorphous
Ts = 925·C, polycrystalline

amorphousopolycrystalline
(800·C)

88

Chemical Vapor
Deposition

Ts - 700·C, IC
Ts = 850·C, 7 + IC
Ts = 1000·C, 7+IC+a

/CDIC+7(600)o7+9(800)-7+9(1000)o

3

= 25·C,

amorphous

7+9+a(1200)~a(1300)

7+/CDa( 1100)
7+lC+aoa(1300)
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Figure 8:

shows the as-deposited structures for sputtered
general,

depositions

structures.

at

low

temperatures

al~~ina

usually

films only.

promote

In

amorpl\011s

With moderate substrate heating (Ts>SOO°C) , gamma-alumina is

commonly formed.

At higher substrate temperatures,

Al 2 0 3 can be obtained.

~-,

0-,

8-, and a-

The as-deposited film can be annealed, and various

crystalline phases can form.

Therefore, similar to the dehydration of

alumina hydrates, the processing of the films has a vast effect on the
structure and therefore the properties of the films.
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2.3.3. Chemical etchability of alumina films
Because of the difference in bonding between the various alumina
phases (a, transition, and amorphous), each phase exhibits a different
resistance to chemical attack.

The stable, highly covalent a-A1 20 3 phase

is practically insoluble in mineral acids. 104

The more highly ionic ~

A1 20 3 is soluble in many acids,104 but is much more durable than amorphous
alumina. 2,89

Amorphous alumina films have reasonable etch rates when

etched with:

H3P0 4 at 55°C and 70°C,4,89 HF,2 buffered HF, 89 t ammonium

bifluoride,2 and P_etch 74 . tt

However, the crystalline metastable phases

have shown much reduced etchability. 2,3,89

If the alumina thin film

application requires specific line widths or geometries, the films most
likely need to be etched.

Alumina is one of a few materials which is not

appreciably etched by plasma etching or ashing.

Therefore, the solubility

of the alumina thin film phases in acids must be understood for the best
usage of the material.

tBuffered HF contains one part 48%HF and 6 parts NH3F.
ttP-etch contains 15 parts 48%HF, 10 parts 70% HN0 3 , and 300 parts H20
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CHAPTER 3
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
3.1.

Alumina deposition experiments

3.1.1.

Processing experiment

The following experiment was performed to better understand the
effect that each of the sputtering parameters has on the quality of the
alumina films.

Statistical experimental design was employed to study the

greatest number of effects in the fewest trials run which therefore made
the experiment more efficient.
3.1.1.1.

Experimental design

Because previous experiments showed that there were six significant
independent variables in the alumina RF sputter deposition process, these
variables were used as
parameters included:

the basis of the experimental design.

1) vacuum pump down time,

The

2) number of nitrogen

flushing cycles, 3) argon pressure, 4) target preclean time,S) substrate
pre-etch time, and 6) substrate bias voltage.

A fractional factorial

design was chosen where the six parameters were varied at a 1evel=2 over
32 trial runs.
runs.

A full factorial design would have required 26=64 trial

With 32 trials, the resolution of the experiment was equal to 5,

and all of the first and second order interactions of the variables were
defined.

The experimental design showing the settings of the variables

for each of the trial runs is given in Table V.
3.1.1.2.

Substrate preparation

The substrates upon which the A1 2 0 3 films were deposited were hot
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Table V:

Experimental design for the alumina deposition.

trial
run

pumpdOWll
time
(hrs. )

N2

flush
(cycle)

Argon
pressure
(JlIII)

preclean
time
(min)

etch
time
(min)

subst
bias
(V)

1

0.5

5

6

5

5

-175

2

0.5

5

10

5

1

-175

3

2

5

10

15

1

-175

4

2

13

10

5

1

-175

5

2

13

10

15

5

-175

6

2

13

10

5

5

-75

7

2

13

6

15

5

-75

8

0.5

13

6

15

5

-175

9

0.5

5

10

15

5

-175

10

2

5

10

5

1

-75
-175
-75

11

2

13

6

15

1

12

0.5

13

10

15

5

5

6

5

5

-75

5

1

-175

13

2

14

0.5

13

6

15

0.5

5

10

5

5

-75

2

5

6

15

1

-75

13

6

15

1

-75

15

5

-75

1

-175

16
17
18

0.5
0.5

5

6

19

0.5

5

6

15

20

0.5

5

10

15

1

-75
-175

21

2

5

6

5

1

22

0.5

13

10

5

1

-75

23

2

5

6

15

5

-175

24

0.5

13

10

15

1

-175

5

5

-175

15

1

-75
-175

25
26

2
2

5
13

10
10

27

2

13

6

5

5

28

0.5

13

10

5

5

-175

15

5

-75

5

1

-75

5

5

-75

5

1

-75

29
30
31
32

2
2
0.5
0.5

5
13
13
5

10
6
6
6
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pressed ferrite, Ni X Zn(1-x)Fe 2 0 4 , manufactured by Sumitomo"'.

The substrate

dimensions were 19 mm wide, 44.5 mm long, and 1.9 mm thick.

The top

surface of the substrates was polished to a mirror-like finish, and the
average grain size of the ferrite crystals was -5

~m.

Prior to deposition, the substrates were cleaned by two methods.
First, the ferrite was loaded into an automatic wafer scrubber, MTI"" Model
6600.

In this apparatus, both cleaning fluid and solvents were applied

to the ferrite as the parts were spun rapidly and a nylon brush scrubbed
their surface. The substrates were rinsed and spun dry.
then solvent cleaned by a four part process: 1)

The ferrite was

a 2 min. ultrasonic

submersion in N-methyl-2-pyrro1idone, 2) a second 2 min. ultrasonic
methyl-2-pyrro1idone soak in a separate tank,

N-

3) a 2 min. ultrasonic

isopropyl alcohol rinse, and 4) a TFS freon vapor clean for 5 min.
After solvent cleaning, the substrates were loaded onto aNi-plated
copper substrate palette as shown in Fig. 9.

Three substrates were placed

on the palette end-to-end starting in the center and moving to the edge
of the palette.

The bottom of the ferrite and the surface of the

substrate palette were covered with Ga-In, an alloy that is a liquid at
room temperature.

The Ga-In acted as a heat conduction bridge to allow

any heat generated during the sputter deposition process to be dissipated
through the substrate and into the palette.

Glass slides completely

"Sumitomo,Specia1 Metals Co, LTD, 23326 Hawthorne Blvd, Suite 360,
Skypark 10, Torrence, CA 90505 (213)378-7886.
""Machine Technology, Inc., Whippany, N.J.
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Figure 9: Schematic diagram of the ferrite substrates on the substrate
palette.
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surrounded the

ferrite substrates

to

isolate the

ferrite

from back

sputtering of the Ni palette and to provide thermal contact to the sides
of the substrates.
3.1.1.3.

Alumina deposition

Aluminum oxide deposition was performed in a Perkin-Elmer 2400-SL
radio frequency (RF) sputter deposition system operated at a frequency of
13.56 MHz.

The target was 14 inches in diameter and composed of hot

pressed aluminum oxide.

The alumina deposition process was comprised of

several processing steps which are schematically represented in Fig. 10.
The duration of each of these steps depended on the time allocated by the
experimental design, and, since the design had a factor - 2, the allotted
time was either a high or low value.
First, the substrate palette was loaded into the vacuum system, and
the chamber was initially rough pumped.

When the pressure gauge reached

0.1 Torr, the chamber was vented with dry nitrogen gas until the pressure
gauge reached 500 Torr, and then the roughing pump was again started.
This Nz flushing series continued for 5 or 13 cycles to increase collisions
of gas atoms in the vacuum chamber and to improve removal of desorbing
gases.

Following the nitrogen flushing cycles, the chamber was pumped

with a cryogenic pump and liquid Nz cooled trapping coils (Meissner trap),
and the substrate palette was cooled to 38°F.

After pumping for either

0.5 or 2 hrs., the chamber pressure, as measured by an ionization gauge,
was -1.OxlO- 6 Torr.

At this pressure, the deposition cycle was started.
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A schematic diagram of the alumina deposition process.
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The first step in the deposition process was ion cleaning the alumina
target (precleaning, see Fig. 10.a).

In this process, a shutter was

placed in between the target and the substrate palette, and a strong bias
was applied to the target.
min.

The target preclean lasted for either 5 or 15

After cleaning the target, a bias was next applied to the substrates

while the shutter was still in place.

This process was called substrate

etching (see Fig. 10.b), and it lasted for 1 or 5 min.

Following the

substrate etch, alumina deposition commenced, see Fig. 10.c.

The shutter

was removed, and the substrate palette was raised toward the target.

The

power was quickly increased every 20 s. starting at 500 W, going to 750
W, then 1000 W, and ending at 2500 W. A bias of -75 V or -175 V was
applied to the substrate palette during deposition.
occurred for 36 min. in every trial run.

Alumina deposition

After deposition, the palette

was again lowered, the shutter was moved in place, and the film surface
was etched for 2 min. (post-etching, see Fig. 10.d).

After the deposition

cycle ended, the Meissner coils were warmed and vented before the vacuum
chamber was aired to prevent water condensation in the chamber.
3.1.1.4.

Film analyses

After the films were prepared, four measurements were performed on
at least one of the samples from each of the trial runs to determine the
mean effect of the dependent variables.

The analyses included: 1) film

etch rate, 2) film deposition rate, 3) argon concentration in the films,
and 4) film quality rating.
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Film etch rate and deposition rate
To measure the film etch rate and deposition rate, a two-step hot
phosphoric acid H3 P0 4 , process was used.

Each sample was placed on a hot

plate, and a strip of Apiezon~ black wax was melted down the center on the
top surface of the film, see Fig. 11.
was etched in a 50 vol%

After the wax had cooled, the film

solution of H3 P0 4 heated to 50°C for 5 min.

After

rinsing and drying the sample, a second strip of black wax was applied to
the film surface so two-thirds of the film was covered with the wax.
sample was etched a second time in a 70 vol% solution of
70°C for 15 min.
Dektak~~

The

H3 P0 4 heated to

The wax was removed using l-l-l-trichloroethane.

A

II surface profile measuring system was used to determine the film

thicknesses and the step of the partially etched film.

With knowledge of

the time elapsed during deposition and etching, the alumina deposition and
chemical etch rates were calculated.
Argon concentration measurement
The argon content of the films was measured using electron microprobe
analysis (EMPA).

An RBS characterized alumina thin film deposited on a

graphite substrate was used as the Ar and Al calibration standards. A film
of approximately the same composition and thickness as the samples which
were analyzed was used as the standard.

The counting time for the

collection of both the Ar and Al x-rays was 100 sec., and the background

~Apiezon

Products Limited, 8 York Rd, London, SEI.
Biddle Co., Plymouth Meeting, PA 19462.

~*Sloan

Sold in USA by: James

Technology Corp, 535 E. Montecito St, Santa Barbara, CA 93103.
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black wax

+
alumina fi 1m
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ferrite substrate

~~~~t_a I
~
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fi 1m

na

ferr i te
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b. cross-sectional view
a. top view

c. cross-sectional view
after first etch bath

Figure 11:

d. coss-sectional view
after second etch bath

A schematic diagram of the Al 2 0 3 film etching procedure.
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was

counted for

10 sec.

on either

side

of

the

element peak.

The

accelerating voltage of the electron beam was either 5 or 10 keV, and a
thick

film

of

carbon

was

evaporated

on

the

samples

to

make

them

electrically conductive.
Film quality rating
The post-etched films were inspected with reflected light optical
microscopes.

The area on the sample where the film was exposed to the

complete etching procedure was targeted.

The film quality was rated by

the amount of film that was removed by the most severe etching bath.

If

the film was completely removed, a rating of 0 was given to the sample,
and it was considered to be an easily etchable (EE) film.
brown-colored film or small film fragments

If a thin

remained on the substrate

surface, a rating of I or 2 was given and the films were classified as
partia1lyetchable (PE).
post-etched surface,
removed,

the

When large film fragments were visible on the

the rating was 3,

rating was

4.

These

and if the film could not be

latter

films

were

classified as

unetchable (UE).
Data reduction
The data for the above listed analysis techniques were put into a
computer program where the mean effects of the first and second order
interactions

of

the

dependent variable.

independent

variables

were

calculated

for

each

The criterion for the mean effects was calculated

using:
(23)
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where:

Ua = probability points for normal distribution,

(J=

population

standard deviation, Ni - the number of trials run at the high (1) or low (2)
values of the independent variables. If the mean effect was greater than
the criterion, the effect was considered to be significant.
3.1.2.

Wet deposition experiment

From the results of the processing experiment, water in the vacuum
system was the suspect parameter affecting the quality of the alumina
Therefore,

films.

a second experiment was performed to inspect the

quality of the films when deposited in a water vapor rich environment.
3.1.2.1.

Substrate preparation

The ferrite substrates were cleaned and prepared in a similar manner
as described in Section 3.1.1.2., but, in this experiment, addi tiona1
substrates were added to the substrate palette.
graphite"

and single

crystal

silicon.

These substrates included

After cleaning,

all

of

the

substrates were secured to the substrate palette using Ga-In.
3.1.2.2.

Alumina deposition

The palette was loaded into the vacuum system, and pumped for 0.5
hrs.

The Meissner trap was filled with liquid nitrogen, and the palette

was cooled to 38°F.

The chamber was quickly vented with dry Nz gas and

during the venting process, the Meissner coils and the substrate palette
were not allowed to warm up to room temperature.

The chamber remained

open until condensed water droplets were visible on the substrate's
surface, approximately 5 min.

The system was pumped a second time, but,

"Ultra Carbon Corp, P.O. Box X-924, Bay City, MO 49707 (517)894-2911.
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due to the increased amount of water vapor adsorbed on the vacuum chamber
walls, the rough pumping rate was reduced.

The high vacuum line was

manually opened, and the pressure in the chamber decreased quickly.

After

the pressure in the chamber was at -lxlO- 5 Torr, alumina deposition was
started.

A 5 min. preclean and a 5 min.

substrate etch were used.

Alumina was deposited for 36 min., and the deposition was followed by a
2 min. etch.

3.1.2.3.

Film analyses

The film deposition rate, chemical etch rate, and film quality rating
were measured on the films deposited on ferrite, see Section 3.1.1.4. for
details about these analyses.
analyzed

for

argon,

The films deposited on graphite were

aluminum

and

oxygen

content

by

Rutherford

backscattering spectroscopy (RBS).

3.1.3.

Ar/02 deposition experiment

Alumina films were deposited using a (90% Ar)/(lO% 02) gas mixture
to see if the effect of oxygen during deposition was similar to the effect
of water vapor.

3.1.3.1.

Substrate preparation

The ferrite substrates were cleaned and prepared in a similar manner
as described in Section 3.1.1.2.

Standard ferrite along with graphite,

single crystal silicon, and glass were used as substrates.

Two of the

ferrite, glass, and Si substrates were secured to the nickel palette with
Ga-In. An additional ferrite, glass and graphite substrate did not have
the Ga-In backing.

Both Ga-In backed and bare substrates were used to

understand the effect of temperature on the film quality.
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3.1.3.2.

Alumina deposition

The palette was loaded into the vacuum chamber, and the substrates
were pumped for 2 hrs.

During this time, the substrate table was cooled

to 38°F and the base chamber pressure after etching was 2.lxlO- 7 Torr.
15 min. target preclean and a 1 min. substrate etch were employed.

A
The

deposition occurred for 36 min. with a forward power of 2500 Wand a
substrate bias of -175 V.

A 2 min. post-etch followed the alumina

deposition.
3.1.3.3.

Film analyses

The film deposition rate, chemical etch rate, and film quality rating
were measured on the films deposited on ferrite and on glass, see Section
3.1.1.4.

for details about these analyses.

graphite were analyzed for Ar, A1 and
3.2.

The films

deposited on

° content by RBS.

Film characterization
The films produced in the alumina deposition experiments exhibited

a

variable

degree

of

solubility

in hot HaP04 •

To

understand

the

differences between the films which could not be etched by the acid, the
films were categorized according to the degree of solubility.
category

was

then

examined

characterization techniques.

by

a

battery

of

Each film

microanalytical

The film categories included films that were

easily etchable (EE) in 70°C, 70 vo1% phosphoric acid; films which were
only partially etched (PE) by this process; and films which were insoluble
in HaP0 4

and

considered

unetchable

(UE).

Characterization methods

included: optical microscopy scanning electron microscopy (SEM), x-ray
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diffraction (XRD),
spectroscopy

x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), Auger electron

(AES),

Rutherford

backscattering

spectrometry

(RBS),

transmission/scanning transmission/high resolution electron microscopy
(TEM/STEM/HREM).

The sample preparation and examination techniques for

these analyses are presented below.
3.2.1.

Optical and scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

The post-etched film areas were inspected using a Zeiss* ICM-405
optical microscope and an ISI** Super IlIA SEM.

The area on each sample

that had been exposed to the complete etching procedure was targeted.
For SEM analysis, a thin layer of carbon was evaporated on the sample
surface to make the sample electrically conductive.

Energy dispersive x-

ray spectra (EDX) were obtained using a PGT*** System III spectrometer
attached to the SEM.
3.2.2.

X-ray diffraction (XRD)

The EE and UE films were inspected using a General Electric**** XRD5 x-ray diffractometer.

The as-deposited films on ferrite substrates were

placed directly in the diffractometer sample holder.

Monochromatic Cuko

radiation was used with a Ni filter and a scanning rate of 2°/min.
source beam slit was 3°, and the detector slit was 0.1°.

The

Since most of the

*Carl Zeiss, D-7082 Oberkochen, West Germany
**International Scientific Systems, Inc, 3255-6C Scott Blvd, Santa
Clara, CA 95050
***PGT, Princeton Gamma Tech, Box 641, Princeton, NJ 08540
****General Electric Corp., X-ray Department, Milwaukee, WI
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films were -0.9

~m

thick, a detectable X-ray signal from the film should

have been obtained.
3.2.3.

Surface analytical techniques

The as-deposited and post-etched surfaces of the films were examined
by XPS and AES techniques using a Vacuum Generators* ESCALAB MK II X-ray
Photoelectron Spectrometer and a Perkin-Elmer** PHI 590 Scanning Auger
Microprobe, respectively.

The samples were sectioned and then mounted on

the sample holders using colloidal carbon.

A carbon coating was not

deposited on the surface of the films to achieve best conditions for data
collection.

For Auger analyses, a 10 keV electron gun operating at 1 pA

was used to generate the Auger electrons. A 5 keV ion gun was used to
sputter off the film surface,

and the beam current depended on the

thickness of the film.
3.2.4.

Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS)

Films that were deposited on graphite were analyzed by RBS
determine the Ar, Al and 0 concentrations of the alumina films.

to

A 10 MeV

Van de Graaff particle accelerator located in the Physics department at
the University of Arizona and run by Prof's J .A.
McIntynre, Jr.
accelerated

was used for the RBS analyses.

toward

the

film,

and

the

Leavitt and L. C.

A 4He+ ion beam was

backscattering

ion yield was

collected at an angle 1700 from the incident ion direction.

A low atomic

*Vacuum Generators Corp, VG Scientific Limited, The Birches
Industrial Estate, Imberhorne Ln, East Grinstead, Sussex, U.K.
**Perkin-Elmer Corp, 1161 C. San Antonio Rd, Mountain View, Ca 94043
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number substrate material was required for RBS so the signal from the
substrate material did not interfere with the signal from the elements in
the film.

Since most of the films were -0.9 pm thick, a high energy ion

beam

required

was

(3776

backscattering spectra.

keV)

to

separate

the

aluminum

and

argon

A lower energy ion beam was also employed, but

the spectra had to be deconvoluted with the aid of a computer program.
The backscattering integrated spectrum produced data on the number of
atoms per cm2 for each element in the film or on the film surface:

where Ne
te

=

number density of the element
film thickness if elements distributed evenly
through out film.

Because the alumina thin films were assumed to have an even distribution
of elements, the atomic percentage of each element was obtained from Ne
data:
Atomic percentage

__
No-

Ja-teNtotal ttot

where Ntotal
ttot
3.2.5.
The

Ntotal

Nel + Ne2 + Ne3 +
total film thickness

=

teo

Transmission electron microscopy techniques
alumina/substrate

interface was

examined by

TEM/STEM/HREM.

Cross-section layered structures were prepared according to a technique
described by Bravman and Sinclair. 106

Initially, two thin-film surfaces

were glued together using M-Bond 610* adhesive.

Pressure was applied to

*M-line Accessories, Measurements Group, Inc., Raleigh, N.C.
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the glued structure using a machinist clamp, and the glue was cured at
l70°C for 2 hrs.

After curing, 300-500 pm thick cross-section slices of

the film structure were sectioned using a Buehler'" Isomet Slow Speed
Next, 3 mm diameter disks were cut with a Gatan...... Disk

Diamond Saw.

Cutter, and an attempt was made to align the glued interface in the center
of the disk.

The disk was ground on both sides to a thickness of -100 pm,

and then both faces of the disk were polished with a diamond based media.
The grinding and polishing were accomplished using the Buehler Mini-met.
A dimple,

centered on the glued interface and 70 - 80 pm in depth, was

ground into the disk using the Gatan Dimp1er.

Finally, the disk was ion

milled using a cold stage and a low voltage gun (4 keV) in the Gatan Dual
Ion Mill until a thin, electron transparent region was obtained.

Fig. 12

shows

layered

optical

structure.

micrographs

of

a

prepared TEM

cross-section

The cross-section samples were examined in the Phillips ......... CM-

12 TEM/STEM and the JEOL"'''''''''' 4000 TEM.

"'Buehler LTD., 41 Waukegan Rd, Lake Bluff, IL

60044

"''''Gatan Inc., 6678 Owens Dr, Pleasanton, CA 94566
"'''''''Phi11ips Electronic Instruments, 85 McKee Dr, Mawah, NJ 07430.
"''''''''''JEOL Applications Laboratories, 11 Dearborn Rd, Peabody, MA 01960.
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Figure 12:

Optical micrographs of the TEM cross-sectional sample:
a. reflected light image showing the interface, dimple, and
ion milled regions, and h. transmitted light image showing a
large ion milled area.

ion milled area
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CHAPTER FOUR
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1.

Alumina deposition experiments

4.1.1.

Processing experiment

The data obtained from the analyses of the films produced during the
32-tria1 alumina deposition experiment are given in Tables VI and VII.
In Table VI, the measurements of the film chemical etch rate, alumina
deposition rate,

argon concentration, and film quality rating for at

least one sample produced during each of the 32 trial runs are presented.
In Table VII, the first- and second-order mean effects of these variables
are presented. The mean effects which were significant have values greater
than the criterion, and these effects are represented in a bold format in
Table VII.
For the chemical etch rates of the films, the only significant firstor second-order effect was the substrate bias; a stronger substrate bias
produced films with faster etch rates.

This is consistent with

early

sputtering studies on the effect of argon entrapment in Ni films during
sputtering20 - 25 . Winters and Kay20 found that argon embedded in the films
deposited with no bias voltage was attributed to argon neutrals with at
least 100 eV of energy reflected from the target and driven into the film
surface.

The argon content of films formed with substrate biases between

0-100 V decreased with increasing bias voltage due to resputtering of the
entrapped argon atoms.

As stronger negative biases were applied,

the
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Table VI:

Trial
Run

II

Experimental data for the dependent variables in the alumina
processing experiment.

Etch
Rate
(A/min)

Deposition
Rate
(A/min)

Argon
Content
(wt %)

Film Quality
Rating

3

(0-4)

1

245

208

11.3

2

208

255

12.4

1

3

208

270

10.8

0

4

199

294

10.8

1.5

5

205

304

10.0

0

6

162

313

9.0

1

7

173

240

9.4

1

8

215

234

10.7

0
0

9

207

277

11.1

10

162

310

7.6

0

11

217

239

9.2

0.5

12

181

277

9.9

0.5

13

174

237

8.5

0

14

203

236

9.4

0

15

170

253

9.0

3

16

174

244

8.5

0

17

189

229

9.5

3
2

18

188

230

7.9

19

222

208

9.2

0

20

191

265

9.4

1.5

21

227

240

9.8

0.5

22

189

271

7.5

0

23

224

240

10.1

1

24

219

266

8.7

3

25

208

291

10.0

0.5

26

171

295

9.4

0

27

229

240

10.7

0.5

28

224

259

10.9

3

29

184

294

9.2

1

30

176

242

7.3

0

31

182

227

7.7

1

32

175

226

8.0

0

197

257

9.5

1.0

Average
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Table VII:

The first- and second-order mean effects of the independent
parameters.

Mean Effects
Argon
Content

Film Quality
Rating
(0-4)

Etch
Rate
a./min)

Deposition
Rate

A
B
C
D
E
F

~i1.

-6

-8

M

~Mj

-7
-2
3
2

~~

fi.i!M

t::?

-0.2
-0.2

2
1

~M
0.2

~M
-0.1

AB

5

AC
BC

-4
4
3
-4
2
-4
3
-1
2
5
-3

2
1

0.0
0.1
0.1
0.4
-0.3
-0.3
0.1
0.2
0.1
-0.3

-0.2
-0.2
0.2
-0.2
-0.2
-0.1
0.2
0.2
0.1
-0.1

~l~
0.0

JH~

-0.0
-0.2

0.3

Independent
Variables

AD

BD
CD
AE

BE
CE
DE
AF

BF
CF
DF
EF
Criterion

(/~/min)

M
-3
-0
2
-3
-3
-1
-1
-1
1
6
1

(wt

%)

:;M1

0
1
4

?:~

-0.2
-0.2
0.1

9

6

0.4

A = Substrate bias
B = Ar pressure
C = Pumpdown time
D = Nitrogen flushing cycles
E = Substrate etch time
F = Target preclean time

:::::??:

= significant effect (effect> criterion)

0.0
0.2
0.1

~M

.l)n
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argon content of the films drastically increased due to a greater number
of argon ions with energies of at least 100 eV accelerated towards the
film.

Thus, in the 32 trial experiment, the increased substrate bias

probably increased the argon content of the films, and faster chemical
etch rates occurred because a less dense, more defect riddled film was
produced.
For the deposition rate analyses of the films,

there were three

significant first-order and two significant second-order interactions of
the

parameters.

The

significant

first-order

interactions were

all

positive, so the deposition rate increased with increased argon pressure,
vacuum pump down time, and nitrogen flushing cycles.
was by far the most substantial parameter.

The argon pressure

Previous studies 6d have shown

that at higher argon pressures, the argon plasma density increases.

Thus,

more argon ions are present to bombard the target for a given deposition
time, and a faster deposition rate results.

More curious effects resulted

due to increased vacuum pumping times and nitrogen flushing cycles.
Increased values for both of these parameters removed adsorbed gas species
from the walls of the vacuum chamber and the sputtering components
(target, substrate, etc.).

In particular, adsorbed water will be removed

as the pumping time and flushing cycles are increased.

Jones, Winters,

and Maissel 107 showed that high oxygen partial pressures (lxlO- 4 Torr) in
the vacuum system during RF sputtering of Si02 films caused as much as a
44% decrease in the sputtering rate of the films compared with sputtering
in a virtually oxygen free vacuum.

This effect was explained as being
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caused from the replacement of sputtered oxygen atoms from the silica
target with oxygen atoms present in the vacuum system.

Water vapor and

carbon dioxide have been reported as having a similar effect as oxygen
because the molecules decompose in the plasma. 6d

If sputtering of the

target occurs by successive removal of layers of oxygen atoms followed by
layers of Si atom, sputtering would theoretically cease if enough oxygen
was available in the sputtering chamber to oxidize the dangling Si bonds
on the target surface.
subsurface sites.

In reality, atoms can also be sputtered from

Therefore, the deposition rate is only reduced and not

halted in high oxygen partial pressure situations. 107 Because water vapor
is

well

known

for

its

intermediate

sticking

coefficient,

it

is

continuously outgassing from the walls of the vacuum chamber and the
sample surface as the chamber is being pumped.

Because the deposition

system used in the alumina processing experiment was vented to air after
every deposition, the probability of water vapor desorbtion during each
deposition was high.

With a short pumping time or fewer nitrogen flushing

cycles, the water vapor partial pressure may have been sufficient to cause
a significant decrease in film deposition rate.

The sputtering yield and

therefore the deposition rate was also reduced due to H+ bombardment
produced when the water vapor molecules dissociated in the plasma.
Hydrogen molecules are easily ionized but have low masses and transfer
little momentum to the target.

Therefore, hydrogen ions

contribute

significantly to the ion current but do not produce sputtering.
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A slightly significant negative first-order effect was reported for
the substrate bias; therefore, a stronger bias caused a slower deposition
rate.

The substrate bias could be resputtering the alumina molecules

after being deposited, and a thinner film for a given deposition rate
could have resulted.

Also,

the bias could have promoted increased

mobility of the adatoms, and promoted desorption.
The

significant

second-order

interactions

that

affected

the

deposition rate, included the Ar pressure and pumpdown time, as well as
the

substrate

etch time

and target preclean time.

Both

of

these

interactions were relatively small, and they are shown graphically in Fig.

13.
For

the

argon

concentration

measurements,

there

significant first-order interactions of the variables.

were

three

These included:

the substrate bias, the argon pressure, and the substrate etch time.

The

strongest effect was the substrate bias.

The argon content of the films

increased with increased substrate bias.

This result assures that faster

chemical etch rates for stronger bias voltages were probably the result
of increased argon entrapment.

Less significant effects were found for

both the argon pressure and the substrate pre-etch time.

Past studies 6d

have reported that argon pressure has only a slight effect on the argon
content

of

the

film.

Since

the

argon concentration

is

primarily

attributed to energetic argon neutrals reflected from the target surface,
increased argon pressures decrease the Ar neutral mean free path and
therefore the neutrals' energy.

With less energy, the probability of
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Figure 13:

A graphical representation of the significant second-order
effects of the deposition rate.
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embedding Ar in the film's surface is reduced.

However, when negative

substrate biases were applied during deposition, a slight increase in
argon content with increased argon pressures was reported because a
greater number of energetic argon ions were accelerated towards the film
surface. 6d

In a similar manner, an increased argon pressure in the 32-

trial experiment caused slightly more argon to be incorporated in the
film.
An increased substrate etch time also increased the argon content.
The pre-deposition ion bombardment may have roughened the substrate
surface.

Increased substrate defects could have increased the number of

available sites for argon incorporation in the film during the initial
stages of deposition.
The significant second-order effect for the argon content of the
films was the combination of substrate bias and target preclean time.
This effect is shown graphically in Fig. 14.
For the film quality rating measurements, the vacuum pumping time and
the substrate etch time were the significant first-order effects.

Longer

vacuum pumping times before deposition produced better quality films.
The gas species present in the vacuum chamber at short pumping times
(i.e., water) adsorbed on the target surface, caused a slower deposition
rate to result, and allowed for a less completely etchable film to be
created.

The films which were not etched completely had either film

structures or brown film layers remaining on the surface of the ferrite
after a harsh etching procedure, and optical micrographs of these remanent
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Figure 14:

A graphical representation of the interaction of the
substrate bias with the substrate etch time for the argon
content of the films.
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film structures are shown in Fig. 17b-d.

The occurrence of poor quality

films was probably dependent on either the decreased deposition rate of
the sputtered species or a variation in the molecular species ejected from
the target by the sputtering process when depositing in an oxygen rich
environment.
A less significant first-order effect was the substrate etch time;
longer etch times produced poorer quality (not completely etchab1e) films.
Again, longer etching times caused the substrate surface to become rough
and altered.

Classical thin film nucleation theory states that nucleation

rates of adatoms is increased at tight binding sites (defects on the
substrate surface).

Therefore, the substrate cleaning process could have

created a substrate surface more prone to crystallization of the ada toms
and reduced etchabi1ity could have resulted.
The

significant

second-order

effects

were

substrate etch time and target preclean time,

the

combinations

of

the substrate bias and

target preclean time, and the argon pressure and target preclean time.
The effects are shown graphically in Fig. 15.
Most of the films exhibited reasonable chemical etch rates,

all

greater than 162 A/min, but film structures persisted even after harsh
etching treatments that should have completely dissolved the films.

The

etch rate is a measurement of the solubility of only the top surface of
the film, and if the film is non-uniform through the thickness, the etch
rate data may not be helpful in fully describing the film.

Therefore, for

non-uniform films, the film quality rating and the etch rate data may not
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Figure 15:

Graphical representation of the second-order effects for the
film quality rating measurements.
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coincide, as was the case in this experiment.
4.1.2.

Wet and Ar/(10%)02 deposition experiments

The films deposited in a water vapor enriched vacuum environment and
with Ar/(10%)02 were analyzed for chemical etch rate, film deposition rate,
film quality rating, and atomic percentage of the constituent elements,
and this data is presented in Table VIII.

In both deposition cases, the

Table VIII: Analyses of films deposited in water vapor rich and Ar/0 2
environments.

Deposition
Method

Etch
Rate
(A/min)

Deposition
Rate
(A/min)

Film
Rating

53

78

4

RBS Analysis (at %)
A1

Ar

O/AI

36.0 58.2

5.8

1. 62

35.6 61. 7

2.62

°

"Wet"
(ferrite*)

Ar/10%02
(glass*)

- --

(ferrite*)
--- =

0
128

0

1. 73

4

not measured

*substrate materials

film etch rate was significantly slower than the etch rates reported in
the alumina deposition experiment.

In particular, the etch rate of the

films deposited in Ar/0 2 was approximately zero,

and,

in the alumina

deposition experiment, the average and the slowest etch rates measured
were 197 and 162 A/min, respectively.

The deposition rates for both the

wet and Ar/0 2 depositions were less than the deposition rate reported in
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the alumina deposition experiment.

The average deposition rate was 257

A/min and the slowest rate was 208 A/min for the deposition experiment.
For the wet and Ar/02 experiments, the deposition rates were less than half
the average value: 78 and 128 A/min, respectively.
The

film quality rating

for

both of these

films

was

Therefore, both deposition methods produced unetchable films.

a

four.

The Al and

° molar percentages were similar for both film types,

but the O/Al molar

ratio

of

was

greater

than

the

stoichiometric value

1.5.

The

Ar

concentration of the film deposited in the Ar/0 2 environment was the lowest
for all of the films.

The two deposition methods probably produced films

with excess oxygen and as the oxygen partial pressure increased in the
chamber during sputtering, the argon concentration in the films decreased.
Finally, in the Ar/02 deposition, the films produced on glass substrates
were etchable but the films on ferrite substrates were insoluble in the
hot acid.

Therefore,

the substrate was influential in the chemical

etching character of the films.
The results from the wet and Ar/02 depositions methods are again
consistent with the early studies of Winters, et al.

,107

on sputtering of

oxide targets in an oxygen rich deposition environment.

Their work

reported a strong decrease in the deposition rate when an Ar/0 2 gas was
used during RF sputter deposition or when water vapor was present,6d and
this is consistent with our results.

A more recent study on the RF

sputtering of alumina with an Ar/0 2 gas showed that at oxygen partial
pressures of greater than 0.85xlO- 4 Torr, the RF sputtered alumina films
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were crystalline,
amorphous 71 .

while

at

lower partial pressures,

the

films

were

The results from our wet and Ar/0 2 depositions showed slow

or non-existent etch rates and that the majority of the film remained on
the substrate even after a harsh etching treatment.

Numerous studies have

reported that alumina in the crystalline state is significantly more
resistant to chemical attack than amorphous alumina. 2,89,104

However,

crystalline metastable aluminum oxide phases (chi, eta-, garnma-, theta-,
delta-AI 20 3 ) are more soluble in some acids than the stable a-A1 20 3 phase,
but are considerably less soluble than amorphous alumina* .1,2,89 Therefore,
for wet or Ar/0 2 deposition,

the film may be crystalline which would

account for the slow etch rates.
The reduced amount of entrapped argon in the films deposited with the
Ar/02 gas was also in agreement with Chen, Sivertsen, and Judy71 who
reported a decrease in the argon concentration as the oxygen partial
pressures increased.

They explained that this effect was caused from an

increase in the amount of resputtered argon ions due to the free oxygen
adsorbed on the target impeding the sputtering action of the argon ions.
The increase in the number of resputtered argon ions increased the number
of collisions of the ions and decreased the mean free path and energy of
the ions.

The increase in the molar ratio of O/AI of the films with both

wet and Ar/02 deposition is also consistent with Chen, Sivertsen, and

*The variation in the degree of acid solubility is explained by the bonding that exists in the
various alumina phases. The stable, a-Al20 3 has a hexagonal structure and is considered as
having primarily covalent bonding. For the meta-s~able phases, certain bond angle requirements
are lost and an increased ionic character results.
Therefore, the strong covalent bonding in
the stable alumina phase is more resistant to acids than the ionic bonding existent in the metastable phases.
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Judy.68 However, they reported that non-stoichiometric films were produced
when oxygen was not added to the sputtering gas, but our experiments
always created films with slightly excessive oxygen-aluminum ratios.
Chen, et al., believed that in Ar sputtering oxygen was pumped away and
non-stoichiometric, amorphous films were produced.
stoichiometric

crystalline

films

were

formed.

In Ar/02 sputtering,
However,

in

our

experiments, the possible crystallization of films with increased oxygen
partial pressure sputtering environments was probably not completely
caused from a lack of stoichiometric molecules being sputtered from the
target as Chen believed.
4.2.

Film characterization
The

alumina

thin

films

produced

from

the

alumina

deposition

experiments were divided into categories according to their chemical etch
characteristics.

The area on the sample which was subjected to the most

severe etching process (70% H3P0 4 at 70 c C for 15 min.) was inspected with
an optical microscope, and, the films were classified according to the
remanent film structures found in this region.

The categories included:

easilyetchable (EE) films, partiallyetchable (PE) films, and unetchable
(UE)

films.

procedure,

If the film was completely removed during the etching
the film was classified as EE.

The EE film samples were

produced during the alumina film processing experiment, and these films
had a film quality rating equal to O.

For PE films, a film layer or

remanent film structures were visible on the surface of the ferrite after
etching.

The PE films were also produced during the alumina deposition
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experiment and these films had a film quality rating of 1 or 2.

The UE

films were created by depositing in a water vapor rich environment or with
an Ar/Oz sputtering gas, and these films could not be removed by the
standard etching procedure.
Though the deposition experiments provided information about the
processing conditions influential in the formation of the PE and UE films,
the differences in the inherent nature of the films which allowed for
variable chemical solubilities were not understood.

It was postulated

that the reluctant film etchabi1ity was the result of the formation of a
mixed A1z03-NixZn(1-x)Fez04 phase created because of the strong substrate
bias used during deposition or from crystallization of the alumina film
from impurities in the vacuum system (impurity nucleation).

Thus, various

micro-analytical characterization techniques were employed to aid in
understanding the chemical and microstructural differences between the
three film categories.
4.2.1.

Optical and scanning electron microscopy

The three types of film samples were inspected with an optical
microscope and a SEM after the samples had been etched in H3P0 4 at 70 0 e for
15 min.

Micrographs were taken of the top surface (or bird's eye view)

of the post-etched film and, to better interpret these micrographs, a
schematic diagram of the orientation at which the micrographs were taken
is presented in Fig. 16.

Optical micrographs of the three film types are

shown in Fig. 17, and SEM micrographs of the post-etched surface of both
PE and UE films are shown in Fig's. 18 and 19, respectively.
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Figure 16:

Schematic diagram showing the orientation of the optical
micrographs.
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Figure 17:

Optical micrographs taken of the top view of the samples
after etching in H3 P04 at 70°C for 15 min: a) EE film, b) PE
film, c) UE (wet deposition) film, and d) UE (Ar/O z ) film .
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As expected, Fig. l7a shows that the EE film was completely removed
by the harsh etching procedure.

In Fig.

17b, remanent alumina film

structures of the partially etchable film are apparent on the top surface
of the ferrite and, in particular, at the substrate edge.
was also noticed on the ferrite surface away from the edge.
the

remanent

structures

near

the

film

edge

are

A brown film
In Fig. 18,

shown at

a higher

magnification,

and three distinct regions are apparent.

include:

alumina that appeared barely attacked by the acid,

i)

The regions
ii)

alumina partially etched by the acid, and iii) alumina almost completely
removed.

The size and morphology of these remanent film structures

closely resembled the structure of the ferrite (substrate) crystal grains
which are shown in an optical micrograph in Fig. 20.

Thus, the substrate

structure appeared to influence the film growth.
Fig's. l7c & d and 19 show that, for UE films, more of the original
alumina film remained on the substrate surface after etching than it did
for the PE films.

Similar to the PE films, the UE films exhibited a non-

uniform etching character,

and the film structures remaining on the

substrate after etching appeared crystalline.

The structure of the film

again seemed to be influenced by the structure of the substrate crystals
underneath the deposited film.
4.2.2.

X-ray diffraction

In Fig. 21, X-ray diffraction traces from the EE film and UE film
are shown.

The optical and SEM micrographs of Fig's. 17-19 suggested that

the UE and PE alumina films were crystalline, and crystalline stable or
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Regions:

Figure 18:

iii

SEM micrograph of the post-etched PE film surface.

..
I I
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Figure 19:

SEM micrograph of the post-etched UE film surface: a) low
magnification, and b) high magnification.
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Figure 20:

An optical micrograph of the top view of a bare ferrite
substrate showing the ferrite crystal grain morphology.
The ferrite was thermally etched at 950°C for 14 hrs.
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metastable Al 20 a has been reported to be less soluble in acids than the
amorphous alumina. 72,89,104

However, the XRD traces of the EE film and UE

film did not differ significantly from one another.

In both cases, the

peaks recorded corresponded to the spinel structure ferrite (Ni,Zn)Fe204
substrate.

Since

the

films

were

relatively

thick

(-0.4-0.9

pm),

crystalline phase(s) in the film should have been detected, if present.
Thus, a metastable crystalline alumina is not likely on the basis of this
data.

The presence of an extremely thin crystalline layer at the

interface (beyond the detection sensitivity of the XRD unit) cannot,
however, be ruled out.

4.2.3.

Energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy

When analyzing the

samples by SEM,

an energy dispersive x-ray

spectrometer was used to measure the characteristic x-ray yield in an
electron irradiated as-deposited and post-etched UE film.

These data are

represented in Fig's. 22a & b, respectively. The sole elements detected
in both spectra were AI, Ar, Fe, Ni, and Zn which comprised the elements
of the substrate and the film.
in

the

as-deposited

films

Significant amounts of argon were recorded
due

to

Ar

entrapment

during deposition.

Stronger Fe, Ni, and Zn signals and diminished Al and Ar signals were
recorded in the post-etched spectrum because less film existed on the
ferrite after etching.
for formation of the
on impurities.

Since no impurities were detected, the mechanism

PE and UE films probably does not involve nucleation

Since the EDX only detects elements down to sodium (Z>ll),

the presence of low atomic number impurities is still a possibility.
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Figure 22:

Energy dispersive x-ray spectra of an UE film:
deposited film and b) post-etched surface.
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Figure 23:

Top view of a PE film: a) BSE image of the film, b) Al dot
map, and c) Fe dot map.
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Dot maps of the PE alumina film structures are shown in Fig. 23.

The

first micrograph (Fig. 23a) shows a backscattered electron image (BSE) of
the top view of a post-etched ferrite surface with remanent alumina film;
Fig's. 23b & c show the Al and Fe dot maps of this region.

In the Fe dot

map, a high concentration of iron was recorded in the area where the
alumina film structure remained.

This occurred because the electron beam

penetrated through the alumina film into the ferrite.

Iron incorporation

or diffusion into the film could not be concluded from the iron dot map,
but the dot maps did confirm that the film remaining on the ferrite did
contain alumina.
4.2.4.

Surface analytical techniques

Surface analyses were attempted in order to detect low atomic number
elements in the film and to identify the possibility of alumina-ferrite
interfacial phases.
electron

Both x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and Auger

spectroscopy

(AES)

were

the

surface

analytical

techniques

employed.
4.2.4.1.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)

X-ray photoelectron spectra were taken from the surface of: 1) the
bare ferrite,

2) the as-deposited EE film, 3) the post-etched PE film

(with remanent alumina structures), and 4) the post-etched EE film (with
no remanent structures).
respectively.

These spectra are presented in Fig's. 24a-d,

Since each sample that was analyzed was divided into three

distinct regions (as-deposited, partially etched, and completely etched)
and the x-ray beam was very broad (-1 cm diameter), the XPS analyses might
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Figure 24: XPS of the surface of: a) the bare ferrite, b) the asdeposited alumina, c) the post-etched ferrite with remanent
alumina, and d) the post-etched ferrite with out alumina
structures.
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have incorporated data from overlapping regions.

For example, in the as-

deposited EE film (Fig. 24b) , metal substrate elements (Ni, Zn, and Fe)
were detected even though the expected peaks should have only represented
the film elements (AI, 0, and Ar).

If the beam overlapped a region of the

sample where the film had been etched, the metal substrate elements would
have been detected.

In the post-etched PE film surface (Fig.

24c) ,

considerable amounts of 0, C, and Cl were observed in addition to the
strong aluminum peaks, and these impurities were probably caused from
surface contamination.

Otherwise, the most prominent difference between

the post-etched PE film (with remanent alumina) and the as-deposited EE
film (Fig. 24b) was the small amount of Ar in the post-etched PE film.
Therefore, the surface of the remanent film structures did not appear to
contain significant substrate metal peaks and was deficient in argon.
The post-etched EE film sample (Fig.

24d) had a virtually identical

spectra as the bare ferrite surface (Fig. 24a) , so the alumina film most
likely was completely removed from the substrate due to the etching
process.
XPS analyses showed that the PE films produced an alumina residue or
structure on the ferrite surface after etching which was not formed for
EE films.

Extraneous low element impurities were not detected on any of

the analyzed surfaces, and crystalline film nucleation on impurities could
not be concluded.

Also, the remanent alumina film structures probably

were deficient in argon.

However, better lateral resolution and the

capability for depth profiling was required for improved analysis of the
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samples, so Auger electron spectroscopy was used to further study the
samples.
4.2.4.2.
AES

Auger electron spectroscopy (AES)
was initially performed on the PE film sample, and in Fig's.

25a-b the initial AES surveys of the as-deposited film surface and the
post-etched film surface,

respectively,

showed sizeable amounts of C, AI, and O.

are presented.

Both surveys

These elements were expected

from surface contamination and the A1 2 0 3 film constituents.

Another

feature shared by the two surveys was the lack of metal peaks which
suggested that Zn, Ni, and Fe were not incorporated into the surface of
the as-grown film nor the post-etched remanent film.
observed in the as-deposited film,

Since argon was

and not in the post-etched film

structure, a lack of argon in the remanent structure was inferred, and
this result was in agreement with the XPS data.
also contained Sand P peaks.

The post-etched surface

The phosphorous peak could have been a

product from incomplete etching of the film by H3 P0 4 , and the sulfur might
have been an impurity in the acid.

Past studies have shown that, when

etching crystalline alumina with H3 P0 4 , various aluminum-phosphate residues
remained on the surface depending on the concentration of the reactants
and the pH of the solution. loa
Profiles of the relative concentrations of the various elements
present in both the film and substrate were monitored as an Ar ion beam
sputtered off the surface atoms.

For the PE film, the depth profile was

taken

of

starting

at

the

surface

the

remanent

film

structure

and
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Figure 25:

AES of PE film: a. survey of as-deposited film surface, and
b. initial survey of the post-etched surface.
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continuing into the substrate, and this data is presented in Fig. 2Ga.
For the UE film, the profile again began at the post-etched film surface
and continued into the substrate, and this data is shown in Fig. 2Gb.

The

sputtering time was longer for the UE than the PE film because the
remanent film on the substrate was thicker for the UE filmt.

The EE film

profile is shown in Fig. 2Gb, and this profile started at the as-deposited
film surface and ended in the substrate.

The EE film thickness was

determined to be 0.87 pm, so the sputtering time to reach the interface
was the longest of the three samples.
The aspects

common among the

three profiles

included the wide

interfacial region separating the film and substrate and the drop in the
oxygen signal at the interface.

The PE remanent film showed the existence

of Ni, Zn and Fe peaks after 7 min. of sputtering and, at this time, the
Al and 0 peaks began to decrease.

This trend continued until 14 min. of

sputtering where the heavy metal peaks leveled off and the aluminum peak
diminished.

The region between 7 to 14 min. is considered the interface

between the alumina film and the ferrite substrate and, at an approximate
sputtering rate of 50 A/min., the interface was -350 A in width.

Since

the films were deposited on water cooled substrates and diffusion of the
substrate and film species was unlikely, an interface of that thickness
was not expected.

However, a strong substrate bias (-175V) was used

during deposition, and the alumina species could have been driven into the

tThe UE remanent film thickness was -0.4 pm while the PE remanent film
structure was -0.05 pm.
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Figure 26:

AES peak-to-peak profile of: a) PE remanent film structure,
b) UE remanent film structure, and c) EE film.
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film or the substrate atoms could have been resputtered and combined with
the substrate film during deposition.

Though a mixed Fe-Ni-Zn-A1-oxide

phase could have occurred at the interface, this mixed phase was not the
cause of the reduced etchabi1ity of the film because the mixed phase was
not found at the surface of the remanent film.

From the SEM image shown

in Fig. 18, the non-uniform nature of the remanent film structure was
noted.

During AES analysis, the electron and ion beams may have been

rastered over several of these regions, and, similar to the chemical
etchability of the regions, the ion sputtering efficiency of the regions
may have been dissimilar.

Therefore, the interface "width" could have

resorted from ion sputtering aberrations.

Also, ion sputtering of alumina

has often been reported as being difficult and ion mixing at the interface
is a possibility.
Similar to the PE films, the UE films exhibited a 30 min. (1500
interface.

At the interface,

A)

the 0 peak dropped significantly but

increased and leveled off again after passing through the interface.
Therefore, an oxygen deficiency at the interface was assumed, and this
result was also found for the PE film.

However, the shape of the oxygen

peak may have changed at the interface because of the difference in the
bonding of 0 in the alumina film compared to the ferrite substrate.

This

effect could have caused a drop in the intensity of the oxygen peak.

When

first entering the interface, the slope of the diminishing 0 peak changed,
and this result can be explained from increased sample charging at the
interface.
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Due to the thickness of the EE film, harsher sputtering conditions
were employed during the profile.

The sputtering rate was -150 A/min.

The data collection occurred every min. instead of every half min. as with
the PE and UE films, so the profile was more sporadic in appearance.

The

interface width did not appear as large as the widths of the PE and UE
films, but the peaks can not be compared because different sputtering
rates were employed.

An oxygen deficiency was again noted.

The AES results from all three of the film categories showed that
impurities at the film-substrate interface or within the unetchable film
structures were non-existent, and were probably not the cause of the
reluctant film etchability.
interfacial

region

and

an

Though all three film types exhibited a wide
oxygen peak

intensity

reduction

at

the

interface, neither the existence of a mixed phase nor an oxygen deficiency
at the

interface could be concluded due to mechanical and physical

inferences.
4.2.5. Transmission electron microscopy
Though the aforementioned characterization techniques analyzed the
macroscopic nature of the films, further investigation was required to
understand the microstructural aspects of the system.

Therefore, cross-

sections of the EE, PE, and UE films were studied using
electron/scanning

transmission

electron microscopy

transmission

(TEM/STEM).

TEM

micrographs, selected area diffraction (SAED) patterns, and EDX spectra
of the PE films, UE films and EE films are presented in Fig's. 27-32,
Fig's. 33-36, and Fig's. 37-40, respectively.
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4.2.5.1.

Partially etchab1e films

A TEM micrograph of a PE film viewed in cross-section is shown in
Fig. 27a and a SAED pattern of the interface region is given in Fig's.
27b & c.
the

In Fig. 27a, the alumina film (light in contrast) is on top of

ferrite

substrate

(dark

in contrast).

At

the

alumina-ferrite

interface, a polycrystalline, non-uniform phase is visible which varies
in thickness from 200-500 A.

The diffraction pattern of the interface

contains both faint rings and two sets of diffraction spots.

The first

set of spots are located at radii closer to the transmitted beam than the
second set of spots and they represented a fcc structure with a lattice
parameter of 8.43 ± 0.05 A.

The rings along with the second set of spots

depicted a fcc structure with a - 7.89 ± 0.04 A.
diffraction card file, ferrite and

1(~)-a1umina

From the JCPDS powder
have spinel structures

with lattice parameters of 8.399A and 7.90 (7.94) A See Table IX for the
x-ray powder diffraction data.

These data suggested that diffraction

resulted from the ferrite substrate and the polycrystalline interfacial
phase.

The interfacial phase was either 1 or

~-A1203

which are meta-stable

polymorphs of aluminum oxide, and the exact meta-stable phase could not
be identified because both the 1 and

~

phases have spinel structures and

only differ by the percentage of Al cations
tetrahedral or

octahedral sites 102 .

located on either the

Because the second set of spots are

related to the rings, the interfacial phase is composed of crystallites
preferentially oriented in the direction of the substrate crystal, as in
epitaxial growth.

110
Figure 27:

a. TEM micrograph of a cross-section of a PE film, b. SAED
pattern of the interface, c. same as 19.b. but a shorter
exposure when printing the negative.

'.
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Table IX:

a)

JCPDS x-ray powder diffraction data for:
a. (Ni,Zn)Fe204' b. 1-A1203' and c. ~-A1203
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Oriented or epitaxial growth of the film over the substrate was
further supported by the appearance and disappearance of the visible
crystallites in the film at the interface as the sample was tilted on an
axis perpendicular to the electron beam, see Fig. 28.

At _3° tilt, the

film crystals were orientated so the diffracted beams were reflected into
the objective

aperture, and no contrast was visible.

At +5°, the film

crystals diffracted the beam out of the objective aperture, so crystals
appeared dark in contrast.

The crystalline alumina phase was not randomly

oriented because random orientation would have produced some contrast in
the TEM image visible at any angle of tilt, and the SAED pattern would
have contained intense rings.

Dark field images allow for identification

of phases which Bragg diffract at specific orientations.

In Fig. 29, the

bright field (BF) and dark field (OF) images of the PE film are shown for
g

=

[220].

The majority of the crystalline interfacial phase is bright

in the dark field

image which supports

crystalline interfacial phase.

the oriented growth of the

Finally, the greatest support for hetero-

epitaxial film growth was obtained from the high resolution electron
microscopy analysis of the films.
section of a PE film.

Fig. 30 shows a HREM image of a cross-

The substrate diffraction pattern was oriented for

a [242] zone axis, and the (202) and (111) planes were visible in the HREM
image of the substrate.

Similar to Fig. 20b, the diffraction pattern in

Fig. 30 shows the two sets of diffraction spots.

The diffraction pattern

was indexed and reflections were attributed to the ferrite substrate and
the

1(~)-A1203

phase in the alumina film.

The diffraction data can be

113

50nm

Figure 28:

TEM images of the PE film in cross-section as the sample was
tilted: a. _3° and h. +5°.

114

a.

d.
eta -AluminaI

Figure 29:

I

I

80nm

a. bright field image of PE film, b. dark field image of a.,
c. diffraction pattern showing orientation of g, and d. dark
field image showing grain boundary in the substrate and
discontinuous epitaxial film growth.
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Etchable
~

"

."\

" ,

Figure 30:

HREM image of a cross-section of a PE film with a
diffraction pattern taken at the film/substrate interface.
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found in Table X.
The TEM images were also helpful in explaining the non-uniformity of
the films after etching with the phosphoric acid.

As shown in bright

field in Fig. 31 and in dark field in Fig. 29c, a grain boundary in the
ferrite intersected the film/substrate interface.

Above one side of the

grain boundary, the -Y('1)-A1 2 0 3 phase was noticed, while on top of the
adj acent substrate grain, no interfacial phase was visible.

The substrate

crystal structure not only influenced the orientation of the eta-alumina
phase, but also controlled the possibility of its growth.
Two EDX spectra were recorded in the STEM and are shown in Fig. 32.
Both spectra were obtained near the substrate/film interface, however, one
was centered in the ferrite and the second was focused in the film
containing the interfacial phase.

The ferrite spectra measured only Fe,

Ni, and Zn atoms, and the film spectra detected Al and Ar along with a
small quantity of Fe.

Though the electron diffraction data suggested that

the interfacial phase was -Y('1)-A120 3 , the EDX and AES results raise the
possibility of a mixed phase containing alumina with ferrite.
4.2.5.2.

Dnetchable

films

In Fig. 33, TEM micrographs of cross-sections of the DE film are
presented.

The DE film was tilted on an axis perpendicular to the

transmitted beam, and, as shown in Fig. 28 for the PE film, a crystalline
alumina phase was visible at various tilt angles.

In Fig. 34, a different

area of the DE film cross-section sample was studied, and columnar growth
of the film was apparent.

Because a substrate bias was employed during
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Table X:

Electron diffraction data from the HREM images

ELECTRON DIFFRACTION PATTERNS:

A=8.399A
A

Film
Category
Easily Etch·'lble

Partially

= 7.90

Diffraction
Pattern
Type

(7.94) A

structure

Lat
Para
(A)

spots

FCC

8.44

inner set of
spots

FCC

8.45

outer set of
spots

FCC

7.94

inner set of
spots

FCC

8.39

rings & outer
set of spots

FCC

7.90

E~chable

-Unetchab 1. e

-
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Figure 31:

TEM image of a PE film in cross-section. The interfacial
phase is discontinuous over the ferrite substrate.

119

Figure 32:

Energy dispersive spectra of the PE film: a. from the
ferrite and b. from the film.

120

Figure 33:

TEM micrograph of a cross-section of a UE film: a. +10 0 tilt
and h. +13 tilt.
0

121

columns

.

Figure 34:

I

-----.

~

"~,

TEM micrograph showing columnar growth in UE films.
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deposition, columnar growth was not expected.

The Ar ions transmit energy

to the Al-O molecules during deposition, and uniform, non-columnar film
should result.

The columns were not visible in Fig. 33 where the UE film

was thinner from excessive ion milling.

Therefore, the columns may only

form in the latter stages of deposition when the film was thicker.

In

addition to the columnar structures, the UE films differed from the PE
films as to the extent of the crystalline region.
crystalline

over

a

greater

distance

away

The UE films appeared

from

the

film/substrate

interface.
The structure of the UE films is shown in the high resolution images
of Fig's. 35 and 36.

In Fig. 35, the region inspected in the microscope

was very thick and, even though the beam potential was 400 keV, a good
high resolution image could not be obtained.

The image does show that the

(111) planes of atoms in the substrate continue across the interface into
the film, in agreement with epitaxial growth of the film.

The diffraction

pattern in Fig. 35 shows diffraction spots (indexed to a -8.39
rings with preferred orientation (indexed to a

=

7.90A).

A)

As shown in

Table X, these data are related again to the ferrite substrate and
A1 2 0 3 film phase.

and

~(q)

An improved high resolution image is given in Fig. 36.

The three sets of (220) planes in the substrate continued into the film,
and the spacing of these planes in the film and in the substrate are
consistent with the JCPDS (220) d-spacings for ferrite and

~(q)-A1203.

The diffraction pattern in Fig. 36 does not show rings but a second set
of diffraction spots at the (440) reflections, and this resulted from the
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Figure 36:

HREM of UE film shown in cross-section along with the
diffraction pattern of the interface region.
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SAED aperture placed primarily in the substrate away from the interface.
Preferred orientation is also concluded from Fig. 36.
4.2.5.3.

Easily etchab1e film

In Fig. 37 a TEM micrograph of an EE film is shown in cross-section
along with the selected area diffraction pattern of the film.
no evidence of any crystalline phases present in the film.

There was
In Fig. 38

the EE film was tilted on an axis perpendicular to the electron beam, and
still no crystalline phases were noticed at any of the tilt angles.

In

Fig. 38a small crystals are barely visible in the upper right hand corner
of the image, but these resulted from crystallization induced

by the

electron beam.
The HREM images of the EE films are shown in Fig's. 39 and 40, and
the lack of crystallinity in the films was again demonstrated by the
images and the diffraction patterns.

The diffraction pattern in Fig. 39

was indexed showing that the spot reflections had a lattice parameter of
8.44

A.

These spots were attributed to diffraction from the ferrite

substrate, see Table X.

The HREM image in Fig. 40 shows an EE film

covering the substrate where a grain boundary in the ferrite was visible.
The diffraction pattern for the crystal to the left of the grain boundary
was aligned so that the (202) plane was perpendicular to the electron
beam.

Therefore, the (202) planes stacked on top of each other, and the

electrons passing through the crystal were scattered by the stacked planes
of atoms.
resolution

The scattering on a fine scale can be imaged in a high
instrument

and planes

of atoms

are

visible

in

the

TEM

126
Figure 37:

a. SAED pattern of the alumina film region, and h. TEM
micrograph of a cross-sectional view of an EE film

127
Figure 38:

TEM cross-section of an EE film: a. +3° tilt, b. 0° tilt,
c.-l.So tilt, d. SAED pattern of the interfacial region at
-l.So tilt.
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Figure 39:

HREM image of a cross-section of an EE film and a
diffraction pattern of the interfacial region.
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Figure 40:

a. HREM of an EE film taken where a grain boundary in the
ferrite was visible. The crystal to the left of the grain
boundary was oriented for the (202) plane, and b. SAED pattern
of oriented crystal.
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micrograph.

The crystal to the right of the grain boundary was not

oriented so that a plane was perpendicular to the electron beam, and the
electrons were uniformly scattered.
amorphous in the HREM image.

This crystalline region appeared

Again, the HREM image and the diffraction

pattern in Fig. 40 showed that the alumina film was amorphous.
4.3.

Mechanisms for crystallization of the films
The experiments and analyses already presented have shown that the

reduced film etchability was probably caused by crystallization of the
alumina films.

The films had crystalline structures when oxygen or water

vapor was present in the sputtering system and only if the films were
deposited on crystalline substrates.

The remaining unansl'1ered question

is the mechanism for crystallization of the films.
The

growth regime

characterized by

this

deposition process

is

probably the low surface mobility case because the deposition occurs on
water cooled substrates.

The homologous temperature t was -0.2, so adatoms

will probably stick in close proximity to where they initially impinge.
However, there does exist a strong substrate bias, so some adatom mobility
is possible.

In standard Ar deposition of alumina, the impingement rate

of molecules on the substrate is sufficiently fast that even if the
ada toms had enough energy for surface mobility, the adatoms do not have
enough time to arrange in crystalline structures before being buried by
additional incident flux.

Therefore, the kinetics of the system are too

tThe homologous temperature TH is the substrate temperature Ts divided
by the melting temperature of the film species Tm: TH - (Ts/Tm). For
A1 2 0 3 deposited on water cooled substrates, TH ~ (473K/2327K) - 0.2.
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rapid to allow for stable, crystalline films to form.

When oxygen is

added to the system, in the sputtering gas or from desorbed water vapor,
the oxygen atoms will oxidize the target surface and cause a drastic
decrease in the deposition rate.

At slower deposition rates, the adatoms

are able to arrange in stable, crystalline structures.
In the alumina processing experiment, the deposition rate decreased
as the Ar working gas pressures increased.

However, the Ar pressure did

not have an effect on the film quality rating and therefore on the
crystallization of the films.

The reduction in deposition rate when 6

working gas pressures were employed instead of 10

~m

~m

was probably not

sufficient to allow for crystallization of the film.
It should also be noted that target oxidation is not the only process
which will

reduce

deposition

rates.

In water

vapor

contaminated

deposition, H+ bombardment will also aid in retarding deposition rates
because of the low mass and therefore small amount of momentum transfer.
In the wet deposition experiment, the deposition rate was the slowest of
all the experiments, 78 A/min.

Therefore, reduced deposition rates were

caused from target oxidation and H+ bombardment.
The crystallization mechanism could also be dependent on the ejected
atom species.

In studies on reactive sputtering of AI, stoichiometric

Al 2 0 3 could only be obtained under conditions where

the

target was

completely oxidized and films were formed from direct sputtering of
chemisorbed species on the target and not from reaction on the substrate
or in the gas phase. 78,

82

Therefore, when sputtering Al z0 3 , the sputtering
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species should not differ significantly when sputtering with Ar or Ar/02
because,

in either case, vapor species condensing on the target will

probably result from atoms ejected at the target.

Gruen, Finn and Page 109

showed that sputtering of polycrysta11ine alumina and sapphire yielded
primarily Al atoms and AIO molecules with the ratios of the two species
nAlinAlo being 2.7 for polycrystalline alumina and 0.7 for sapphire.
depositions

in this

study,

the

films

environments were oxygen excessive.

deposited

in

"wet"

In the

and 02/Ar

Therefore, the ejected atom species

may have differed when sputtering in pure Ar or in Ar/0 2 environments, but
the sputtering species could not be determined using the experimental
apparatuses which were available.
The nature of the substrate was
crystalline alumina.
found.

important in the

formation of

Heteroepitaxial growth of alumina on ferrite was

The crystalline structures of both materials were identical and

there was a mismatch of only 6% between the lattice parameters of both of
the materials.

At slow deposition rates, the adatoms nucleated at "tight-

binding" regions on the ferrite surface (1. e. defects or scratches) and
were able to mimic the substrate crystal structure.

This growth mechanism

could not occur on glass substrates and independent of the deposition rate
or sputtering species, crystalline films were not formed.
The heat generated in the sputtering process also affected the
crystalline structure of the films.

In many of the PE films, remanent

structures where only found on the substrate surface near the substrate
edge.

At edges, the dissipation of heat is reduced and the substrate

133

temperature is warmer.

The cooling rate required to form an amorphous

alumina solid is very fast and can not normally be obtained when rapidly
quenching an alumina liquid.

Therefore, on the warmer areas of the

substrate, the critical cooling rates are not exceeded and crystalline
structures resulted.
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSIONS
The conclusions from this work can be summarized as follows:
Alumina deposition experiments
1.

The chemical etch rate of the alumina thin films in phosphoric acid
Stronger substrate biases

increased as the substrate bias increased.

caused increases Ar atom entrapment in the films.

As the impurity content

of the films increased, the density decreased and the resulting films were
more soluble in phosphoric acid.
2.

The deposition rate increased as the argon working gas pressure

increased.

At high Ar pressures, a denser plasma will result and more

ions will be available to bombard the target than at low pressures.

The

deposition rate also increased as the vacuum pumping time and the number
of nitrogen cycles increased was increased.
cycles,

water

vapor

is

in

the

At short pumping times or N2

sputtering

chamber

in

appreciable

concentrations and the water dissociates in the argon plasma to form
oxygen and hydrogen molecules.

The oxygen molecules adsorbed on the

target surface and retarded the sputtering process.

Hydrogen ions were

also produced when the water molecules dissociated, and the sputtering
yield was reduced because sputtering with low molecular weight hydrogen
ions was less efficient than sputtering with Ar ions.
3.

The

argon concentration increased with

increased argon pressures.

increased bias

and

the

In both cases, more argon ions are available
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to bombard the substrate surface and become embedded in the condensing
film layers as these two parameters were increased.
4.

The film's quality as measured by the ability to completely dissolve

the film in H3 P0 4 improved as the pumping time increased and the substrate
etch time decreased.

Therefore, oxidation of the alumina target surface

with the dissociated water vapor species affected the chemical solubility
of the film.

The decrease in the deposition rate or a change in the

sputtered species

could have

caused the

decreased chemical etch rate resulted.

film
The

to

crystallize

and a

increased etching time

increased the surface defects on the substrate and could have allowed for
crystallization.
Characterization techniques
1.

Optical microscopy and SEM examination of the post-etched UE and PE

films surfaces showed that the films were crystalline in appearance and
mimicked the structure of the underlying substrate crystal grains.
2.

The sensitivity of x-ray diffraction was not sufficient to detect

crystalline features in the films.
3.

EDX, XPS, and AES analyses all suggested that a mixed alumina-ferrite

phase could have existed at the interface, but if there, the mixed phase
was not the cause of the reduced film etchability.

However, the HREM

images did not show the existence of a mixed phase and the SAED pattern
did not exhibit mixed phase diffraction.
4.

RBS analysis showed that the films deposited in a "wet" environment

or with Ar/02 had an excessive amount of oxygen and a decreased amount of
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argon.

The decrease in the argon was confirmed by both XPS and AES.

The

oxygen excess was unusual because alumina in metastable or stable forms
should be stoichiometric Al 20 3 and oxygen deficiencies are expected before
excesses would be found.
5.

The TEM confirmed that the reduced film etchability was probably

caused from the crystallization of the alumina film into a metastable 7This structure has been shown to be less soluble in
chemical acids than the amorphous alumina structures.

The amount of water

vapor or oxygen in the vacuum chamber determined the thickness of the
crystalline alumina phase, and the 7-Al203 crystallized with a preferred
orientation coincident with the substrate orientation.

The substrate

species and temperature also affected the occurrence of the 7-Al203 phase.
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